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Health Hinges 

on Windows 

Hadi “ Ouality leaves 
its imprint” 

Perfect Gontrol of Perfect Ventilation 

Flood the home with sunshine and fresh air— 

the good fairies of health. AiR-Way Multifold 

Window Hardware is the perfect answer to 

the doctors’ urge for lots of air and light. 

Equipped with AiR-Way, windows slide and 

fold inside—no interference with screens or 

drapes. When open, the full width and 

depth of the window frame is unobstructed; 

closed, the windows are weather and rattle- 

proof. Can be opened at any point: for 

ventilation. Bedrooms are sun-parlors.’b\ 

day, sleeping porches by night. Breezy in 

summer, snug and cozy in winter. 

At small expense out-of-date methods of 

hanging windows can be replaced by Aik- 

Way. 

National Acceptance of R-W Products 

The R-W modern method of hanging win- 

dows—approved by architects, builders and 

contractors—accords with the advanced 

ideas that govern all R-W manufacturing 

processes. R-W door hangers—house, barn, 

-elevator, industrial, fire and garage—have 

earned by their unequalled service, national 

ichards-Wilcox Mf 

“A Hanever forany Door that Slides. 

acceptance. The R-W Engineering Depart- . 

ment will gladly cooperate with you without 

cost or obligation. Window and Door prob- 

lems are often knotty ones. Let this De-_ 

partment help. Also write for descriptive: 

catalog of the R-W line. It will save you 

money and trouble. 
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_ Importance of Good Anis 3 in the Small Hisuse 

"By D. EVERETT: WAID 

RCHITECTURE to many people means good 

building made attractive, but -the definition 

is not wholly true. The work of a compe- 

tent architect includes good planning for space sav- 

ing, convenience and economy; it means selection of 

materials, durable. and suitable in various ways; it 

involves safe construction. If in addition it presents 

to the public artistic design, it is fortunate. ‘Too 

often, however, the public’s is a narrow concep- 

. tion,—merely decoration added to a building. 

The importance of good architecture in the field 

of small heuses may be realized by bringing to mind 

certain sections of Philadelphia, 3altimore, and other 

\merican cities, where mile after mile of houses 

has been built in‘ monotonous rows,—a score in each 

row exactly alike. The deadening influence upon 

geod taste of: such communitiés is obvious. Such 

houses: may be physically :;comfortable, but they are 

mentally, spiritually and esthetically paralyzing. In- 

- dividuality is submerged, and education in the higher, 

finer things of life is made difficult. By contrast, in- 

spection of an attractive suburb, where the streets 

are not all parallel, and where some thought.is shown 

in the grouping and in the interesting variety of 

‘designs of the individual houses and in the grounds 

around them, makes clear to the most superficial 

observer ‘the overwhelming difference in educational 

and cultural value. Is it not clear that monotonous 

rows of ugly houses ‘are a blot upon a- community: 

as well as, a: liability ‘to good citizenship : 

Specilative building has, in. most’ cases, béen the 

cause of monotony in community developments, 

where promoters , have: thought, w ith’a false idea of . 

-true economy, that much money. could be saved by 

using the same set of plans for row upon row of 

houses. - A little initial cost. may be saved in this, 

_ way;,but looking at. it even with the purely com- 

- 'mercial eye of’ the speculative builder, far higher 

rentals and higher selling prices are secured by better 

‘ architecture wal by that combination. of variety and 

consistency which it requires training to create. 

One ‘of the few benefits to architecture of the 

World War took the form of industrial villages in 

which the individual houses had necessarily to be 

very inexpensive, and an entire project *to be car- 

tied through with considerable speed.- W herever 

architects were employed to help in this emergency,: 

admirable results were achieved, and the many well 

planned groups. and a few villages left to testify to 

this should have served as an object lesson to real 

estate developers more widely than has been the case. 

In this sort of group designing a little more than 

good design for the individual houses is required. 

The related arrangement of the houses in the group, 

and the aid of well studied planting will do much to 

-prevent the monotony which seems almost inevitable 

when houses of approximately the same sizes and 

similar designs are equally spaced and equally set 

back along a straight street. Where group building 

is proposed in a new real estate subdivision, with 

streets yet to, be laid out, it is obvious that curving 

roadways, presenting the houses at varying angles, 

will give the: greatest charm and diversity. The 

trained vision of the architect sees such things be 

fore pencil is put to paper. Untrained eyes and 

unappreciative minds too often fail to see the vision, 

even when it 7s carefully put on paper. 

The .intelligent public should realize that it is the 

architect who is trained and qualified to design not 

simply an individual “house beautiful” but whole 

streets of homes so charming in themselves, and so 

rélated to one another, and with such attractive sur- | 

roundings that they will be an inspiration to home 

life. People should realize that although only a 

‘meager compensation is possible, so that he can 

hardly afford to render the service, the architect 

eagerly seeks the privilege of designing small houses 

In all parts of the United -States there are towns 

in. which the buildings and houses are frightfull\ 

bald .and. often positively bad. Only kind Mother 

Nature, with her shielding screens of trees and . s 
shrubbery, prevents our cities from being the uglies: 

‘ places on earth. When journeying across the country 

and: passing through towns and hamlets, the view of 

the handiwork of man is most. depressing. When 

will people object- effectively and protest sufficiently 

against living in shelters which are ugly habitations 

and not really habitable homes? When will th 

general publi¢ learn that houses artistically designed, 

well, grouped, wisely planned and safely built con- 

stitute a financial asset and a spiritual inspiration, 

.not only to each owner-but to the whole community ? 
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» NormanEnglish a ng in Cousisey Houses 

‘ By FRANK J. FORSTER 

ONSIDERING that there is a constantly 

growing appreciation of the . English and 

Norman types of country houses, it is remark- 

able that the -general conception of their design and. 

‘character ‘is so vague and often so misleading - The 

- types certainly mean more than a niere-name; and’ 

_ they mean, toc, more than’‘a bit’of real or imitation 

half-timber work and a picturesque roof line. . 

Along the northern coast of France there is a 

-stretch-of fertile country which the Normans elaiméd 

for their own, because of its beauty, its wealth of 

natural resources and its strategic. position. ‘This 

aggressive, powerful race of men fed on the bounts 

of the country and gradually absorbed the charac- 

teristics, eustoms and traditions of the neighboring 

peoples. So.vigorous, so dominating were the’ Nor- 

mans that their traits are expressed in their buildings, ° 

'.many of which are -sturdily standing today,—the 

churches, the chateaux, and manoirs and the peasant. 

farmhouses of Normandy, 

charm and definite character as regards architecture. 

Naturally the Norman imprint upon architecture 

.made itself felt in England after the Norman con- 

possessed of ‘ strong 

- quest, and in the more sincere adaptations of the 

English country house in America today certain Nor- 

man traits: are discernible, not‘only in general ‘design 

but in details as well. Its origins lie deep in thé soil 

‘*-of England; they are woven through the. whole fa- 

hric of English. rural ‘life, from the earliest times to 

-the present day. In the English country house there 

is much that is medizval, and this medizvalism is not 

Photo. John Wallace Gillies 

only, of instlar English derivation ; it derives strongly 

and inéscapably from the Norman as well, and with- 

out a clear realization of this it is impossible to make 

‘any intelligent appraisal of the _[Engksh country 

house, whether in England or in fts various adapta- 

tions-in this country. constantly growing in popu- 

‘larity. The Nor man influence is important. 

The distinguishing marks of Norman and English 

architecture are not. difficult to detect, and once the 

eye becomes conscious of them they are everywhere 

apparent. In Norman buildings the roof pitch is 

generally steeper than in the English. there are 
smaller overhanging cornices ; the placing of win- 

dows and doors, in Norman architecture, has a char- 

acter quite its own. The Norman is an architecture 

of, towers, roof -masses and picturesque compositions ; 

‘history and feudalism are suggested in its whole 

spirit, which is strongly expressive of romance 

Another distinctive detail of Norman buildings is 

the patterned treatment of brickwork, expressed in 

interesting designs of friezes, quoins, belt and ,band 

courses;—with frequently an entire wall surface laid 

up in squares ‘or diaper patterns. ‘There are possible, 

too, many interesting blendings of brick and stone, 

not affectations, or in any sense “trick architecture,” 

but an inherently sincere expression on the part of 

‘the old Norman ‘builders, who built only of materials 

from their immediate countryside, stones from the 

fields, the brick made of clay from nearby banks, and - 

‘the slates from the quarries on the country’s hillsides. 

In Normandy we find broad expanses of wall 

J hy Peres 

House of Wilbur Brundage, Esq., Douglaston, N.- Y. 

Frank J. Forster, Architect 
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‘surface in stone, brick or stuccd, or-in blends of 
. brick and stone, Often .the brick or stone surfaces 

-are..“buttered”? or “parged” over With stucco, which 

lends an tmdividual richness ‘Of textuire and color. 

‘Almost pathetic, ‘in comparison with. these rich walt 

surfaces, are the usual flat and unaécented brick or-: . 

stucco wall treatments in so-many of our attempts at 

Ienglrsh country house adaptations. There would be 

a Vast imiprovemént in this type of .our domesti¢ 

architecture if ‘we achieved no more than the beauti- 

ful wall surfaces of the’ old buildings.of Normandy: 

There is a wealth of’ picturesque detail in the 

‘minor: buildings of Normandy, not to speak of the 

chateaux, and ‘much: of this detail ‘found its way’ 

«irectly into England. ‘There were no finér wood- 

workers in the middle ages.than the French of Nor- 

mandy;, and their half-timber work, their vigorous 

‘outdoor carving, their rugged. yet graceful outside 

‘stairways, galleries and entran¢ge porches are the ~- 

finest of their kind in existence. The English, with 

the strength and artisanship that. wrought ships. from 

their native oak, worthily -perpetuated: the Norman. 

tradition, merging it into 4 tradition of their .own 

that equaled the Norman it vigor. even if it ‘fell a 

little short of the Norman’s finesse in artistry. And - 

‘tiirning. toward ‘Normandy Wwe would discover, in 

‘readily adaptable form, much of the fundamental 

_architectural character that makes up the English 

architecture we wish’ to adapt. -I never think of the 

Frank J. Forster, Architect 
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term “copy” inconnection 

with architecture, because _ ; 

“copied”: .architecture ‘al- . JCALE OF TEET 
‘i : . . ;=san Siena as ee 

most invariably lacks 0.5 10 15 20 .25 

vitality ‘and spontaneity. 

Looking .at the ‘mod 

‘ern version of the ‘Eng- 

lish. country - house, in 

England, we find a type’ 

established not only by 

the ‘authentic surviving 

examples- of the earliest 

days, but ‘by the kind of 

adaptation evolved by 

‘such eminerit British ~ 

architects ° as ‘Lutyens, 

. Voysey, Baillie-Scott and 

Dawber. . These men 

-have designed ane built - 

- with a native vigor, tempered by ‘the ideals: of 

William Morris, which means that they have com- 

promised very little. in, meeting modern living, re 

quirements in terms of the picturesque. Perhaps they 

have. not been sufficiently concerned with meeting 

“modern living - requirements. 

point of view the merits“of the modern English 

_couritry house. seem sometimes to be obscured by its 

defects, the latter consisting mainly of imipractical or 

‘inconvenient plans, and awkward room arrangements. 

. 

Se 

is First Floor 

rom, .the American’ 

Sec ond Floor 

- The merits of the modern small country ‘house ot 

cottage in England are apparent, and have proved 

peculiarly difficult to copy in this country, for several 

vital reasons.- Ln the first place, the English country 

house is a.tradition, with its roots deep in English 

life. 

consciousness or an imported taste 

Then, moreover, it is not: a product of self 

it represents the- 

Englishman’s idea of a dwelling, and the ideas of his 

forefathers. 

by artifice, and much of thi8 quality, much of the 

It is picturesque by nature rather than 

= es + 
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Condon Front, House of Gerald M. Lauck, Esq., Upper Montclair, N. J 

Frank J. Forster, Architect 
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Photo. Kenneth Clark 
Living Room, House of Gerald M. Lauck,- Esq... 

; ’ Frank J. Forster, ‘Architect 
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charm th: it has inspired a desire for its counterpart. 

in this _country came originally- from the rugged, 

interesting local materials .of which it Pye built.. 

"Local tiles and «slates, the handiwork « f the Iocal - 

artisan in the fashioning of timbers, in “parging” and 

-im the whole techniqué of building made.the modern ; 

Knglish country house, like its ancient protofype, a 

“thing virtually imipossible to imitate with any suc- 

cess (until very recently) in Ameriea. 

The English country “house grew from its sur- 

- roundings and was. a’ part of them, -as were, -for in- . 

stance, the stone cottages. of the Cotswolds, and the 

- houses built all of local slate in Cornwall.- ’ These 

houses ! ‘belong,” and are’ good architecture for that 

reason, just as the houses of Chestnut Hill ledge: 

stone around Phil idelphia are good architecture; as 

are also the houses, of: local moraine stone in New 

York and some parts of southern New England. 

The English country house or cottage type is ours 

by raeial, if not by national heritage,—but then ‘our 

-omly true national style is our Classic Revival of the 

. early nineteenth century, for our *“Colonial” is-an’. 

Tenglish Georgian’ ‘importation. localized, it is wet 

by: the.colonists, but none thé less English. For 

many, years after American architecture turned its 

back on the Classic’ Revival as being “old. fashioned,” 

through all the architectural depravity of the 1880's, 

American architects’ gaye little thought to the de-- - 

‘ velopment .of adaptations of pure types. And when 

they ‘finally.took up the English’ cottage, along with 
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-a miscellany of other types, their versions of it wert 

‘in ‘the nature of very bad parodies. Handicapped 

not “only by. a prevaiting lack of general taste, but 

also, by the absence of any- suitable materials or well 

instructed craftsmen, the first of the modern Ameri-. 

can adaptations of [English country houses bore virtu- 

ally .no resemblance to the country houses of’ 

England.” There was; for instance, no appreciation 

whatever of .the natures of textures of building ma- 

terials. Slate was split’ as thin as cardboard, sur- 

faced smooth, and selected for uniformity of color, 

except whey the architects’ fancy called for the con- 

trivance of patterns of red and light green slate in the 

darker gray expanses of mansard roofs.-’ Brick was 

‘similarly made to meet the general demand for uni- 

formity of color and’ total absence of anything like 

‘texture. The ideal brick wall, in those days, was as 

interesting as a piece of oilcloth. And lumber was 

‘.mill-finished and not considered as possessing any’ 

natural or material qualities-worth bringing out. 

_ °This matter of materials and the manner in which 

_-they are handled is especially important in any study 

of American versions of the English country house, 

‘because the English country house in its own country 

is not so much a- matter of plans‘ and elevations, or 

even of specific details, as it is a matter of tech- 

nique. When architects realized this, they cast about 

for building materials that would at least approxi- 

mate in character the building materials used by the. 

‘ancient and modern builders of the English country 

' Photo, John Wallace Gillies 

Dining Alcove, House-of Frank J. Forster, 

Details, Living Room, House of Frank J. Forster, Esq., Great Neck, N. Y. 

Esq. 
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Gradually the manufacturers sensed the demand, and 

it soon :becanre possible to obtain witliout any: diffi- 

culty bricks of, every texture and color from- the 

. “tapestry” 

bricks that used to be thrown on the scrap, heap 

the Then 

as rough-and’ rugged as’-the old 

of every brickyard in country: 

graduated slates, 

hand-hewn slates of Cornwall, and ranging through 

Secondary Entrance 

of Frank .J. Forster, Eiq.,’Great Neck, N. Y. 

and tor a time-they cast :about in vain. . 

variety to the warped and burnt “clinker’” ” 

came: 

Details, House of Frank J. Forster, Esq. 

fine variety of beautiful and useful natural colors 

- Materials alone, however, ‘would. not build: the 

true. American counterpart of the English’ country 

- house. It became apparent that the architect rust 

educate the artisan to.a paint where he could appre-. 

‘ciate and, to a greater or less extent, emulate the 

-age-taught craftsmanship of the European artisans, 

versed in methods handed down. from father. to son 

from: the, middle-ages. Perhaps Wilson Eyre was 

Main Entrance 
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House all Wilbur Brundage, Esq.; Deuslasten, N.. ¥. 

Frank J 

the first architect in this country to. get this vitally 

tecessary element of craftsmanship and technique in 

_the hands of the artisans who built his houses. And 

this esential part of the building of an English coun- 

try house in America has certainly been successfully 

achieved by Harrie T’ Lindeberg, by Mellor, Meigs 

& Howe,.and by John Russell Pope. In my own 

‘work, when I am doing a house of this. type, the 

technique of its actual workmanship is a matter of 

* Entrance, House of Wilbur Brundage, Esq. 

Forster, Architect 

the utmost concern to me, because without it the 

house must lack the great essential of character 

This may be the place to say a few words: about 

the mistakes that often occur through a too’ great 

‘insistence on rugged craftsmanship, an insistence 

that leads to unfortunate exaggerations 

often apparent in the rough-hewn timbe: work of an 

English country house adaptation, which should lo ky 

This 1s 

of course, as nearly as possible like the hand cratts- 

Entrance, House of Gerald M Lauck, Esq. 
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manship ot the ‘early buil lers.. Netecuseus with this, 

liand-hewn timber work today is often made to ap- 

pear actually. mutil ted, as though it had been hacked 

with an axe instead of rough-hewn with an adze. 

‘It is obviously impossible to say much of a “spe- 
‘cic nature about country.-house’ plans,’ partly be- 

cause these vary considerably, with individual clients’ 

‘and partly because the: American small | louse plan of 

today 1S sO genere lly good. lor economy of: space, 
lor efficlency-in servantless hous sekeepi ing, out plans 
are on the aslo very Well studied. lir the Small 

house we -usually plan for’ one fine big room, even 

the house is sQ small that the dining room.is sac- 

rificed and’ its place taken by an attractive alcove, 

~ or if one end of the living room jis used for this - 

purpose. In formal types of houses the: exterior is’ 

usually based directly on the plan; in the informal 

house of the English cottage type, plan.and exterior 

are often studied together,, bringing about a. perfect 

relationship, in which neither interior nor exterior 

‘sacrificés any.of its charm for the other. We have 

achieved ‘the picturesqtie,-and have doné it without 

making any compromise with our ideas of -modern . 

comfort and convenience, Which are of, importance. 

Qn matters of Cost it-is also difficult as well as: 

very uiMwvise to become specific. The availability of- 

‘required. materials, the amount’ of hand craftsman- 

ship made use of; the general character of the con- 

struction, ‘as well as the materials employed, make 

it difficult to arrive at standardization. That charm- - 

ing gate ledge'that John Russell Pope built for the ° 

Vanderbilt place on . Long: Island, a -little building ° 

fashioned of hand-wrought oak Raw : with truly 

medieval carved wood.grotesques and old hi indntade 

tiles from a ruined buil ling, probably cost as much 

‘to. build as ; good sized dwelling of ordinary stand- 

ard construction. It is a marvelous little building. - 

The eae or E ngilisty ‘country house desks not 

-lend itself to the formule of- standard construction. 

- You arrive nowhere’on an estimaté of its cost “per : 

cubic foot,” for its construction calls for use of 

“special materials and a considerable amount of ‘hand — 

‘craftsmanship.:’ It: is 4 type that lends itsel f either 

to very econgmical or ta more expensive construc- 

tion. If it is to be a simple affair; mainly of stuccoed 

exterior and shingle roof, with little more crafts- 

manship than a few adzeil beanis, "it may be built — 

with astonishing economy. If, on’ ‘the other: hand, * 

it is to have considerable ‘tenoned lialf-timber ‘aw irk, 

brick nogging, carved yerge boards and metal case- 

ments, with corresponding niceties inside, its cost is 

increased.’ And even if all I nglish or, Norman coun-’. 

try howses, were of similar materials, -which they 

~are not,—-our varying local costs in America ‘would 

make it no:less difficult to arrive*at standardization. 

The same house might vary considerably in cost in_ 

a.New, York and a Philadelphia suburb, or even in 

-two New York suburbs, which is often the case.- 

\nyone who has: built country-heuses of- the Eng- 

list type cannot but have come to the conclusion that 

they-are'in every respect a matter of technique rather.’ 

than of, formula; that they have become a definite. 

ane a credits ible contribution to -American architec-." ° 

ture ;.and that the only method by which they’ may 

tie successfully achieved in this country js through’ ° 

- the sincerity of the architect - who designs: and’ builds 

them, through-his real appreciation of the thing he 

is trying to do, and the conscientiousness with which , 

he supervises every ‘stage of the -work. Here the 

sympathy ‘and. understanding of the .client is “neces-- 

sary. _More of the real character of an English or 

Norman country house adaptation lies in the’ work- - 

man’s tools, properly directed, than could be shown 

in a full-sized detail in the architect’s drafting. room+ 

res onal 

House of Gerald M. Lauck, Esq., Upper Montclair, N. J. 
Frank J. Forster, Architect 
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ae ER etka se = By JULIUS GREGORY | : - s | 

HE. English type of ‘house as developed in this 

country constitutes one of the most interesting 

‘and picturesque forms of-our domestic archi- 

tecture. - When carried .out in the spirit of the old 

work and ‘placed amid a proper setting, no other 

usually a little farmhouse, low lying, and with a 

background. of trees, a well kept garden ard flag * 

walks, 1s the prototype of our English cottage. Some-. 

times of plaster and timber with old slates or flat tiles 

for the roof, quaint brick chimneys and casement 

type of architecture can equal it in ‘its quality of | windows, 

charm and what -we may call “livableness.’’ It is not 

only simple and practical, but in the rugged strength 

_of its structure there is a softness Of line, simplicity 

of mass and interest of texture hardly equaled by 

often of stone, it always pleases with its | 

inviting, intimate, appealing, and homelike quality. 

There are many varieties of old English houses, 

due to limitations in use of local building materials. 

Where there was abundant wood, half-timber ai ] 

those of any other type. The old cottage in England, plaster were used. Where there was stone, the stone 
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House of Miss Cora A. Week, Riverdale, N. Y. 

julius Gregory, Architect 
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Detail, Entrance Front, 
House of Mrs. Mary McKelv ey 

house with.slaté roofs was built. In some parts. of - 

the country there are. old plastered houses ‘with’ 

‘thatched roofs, dnd in. other places are’ houses of 

brick. ‘Throughout the European countries the same 

conditions, prevailed with a striking similarity of ex 

pression, the variation ‘being mainly in the different 

pitches of the roofs. Underlying them all is the same 

quality of repose, accidental variety of detail; and 

invariably beautiful, textures of exposed materials 

xcept in the liouses with a preponderance of timber’ 

work; there was seldom a studied effort for effect 

The old houses were built to endufe, were struc- 

turally sound, and were wrought ly the: hands and 

souls of craftsmen whose traditions had béen carried 

- down from family to fannly,-and .whose pride of ° 

workmanship and, understanding of building mate: 

‘rials were parts of their lives. Time, -with the growth ° 

of foliage and’ trees, has done much to’ give that-‘- 

quality of charm which we admire about-.the old 

liouses; but without the fundamental honesty of 

structure in them there would not be much to enthuse | 

over. The satisfying feeling of texture predominates, | 

and affects our senses. It is pleasant to ponder over 

the old wall-surfaces of storie, -brick or plaster, the 

hewn timbers and the roofs of slate and of tile, and 

to realize that it is the-beauty’of surface that arouses 

‘ our ‘enthusiasm. Texturé, the elusive quality: of a 

surface which makes it pleasing to the eye, permeates 

‘our picture of the old work. . And it pleases becaitse 

House of Mrs. Mary McKelvey, Spuyten Duyvil, N. Y. 

Julius Gregory, Architect 
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it is the product of the understanding hand of the 

craftsman,, done in humble reverence and with a 

feeling for his ‘material. There is no™striving for 

effect;. nothing more than‘a straightforward. use of 

wood, brick, stone and mortar in a simple and direct 

_ way, resulting in a surface that is hand-made, beauti- 

ful to look at; and one that will be satisfying through: 

‘all.time. _Pledsing texture ‘gives, in a large degree, 

tliat element of -livableness we so much admire. 

‘Another feature of these 6ld English cottages, and 

hardly less important than that of texture, is sim- 

plicity of-mass ; large, restful areas of wall and roof ° 

with sparse ‘spotting of. openings; thé windows 

grouped together and not many-in number; the sim- 

ple doorways, usually.framed in oak and with solid, |’ 
_aged doors. The roofs, whatever the material, were 

seldom broken up by dormers. The ‘passing of time 

‘ has left its imprint. 6n these,—the sagging lines of 

the old ridges and.rafters, the-toning of the old slates 

and tiles, evidences of a craftsmanship more beauti-’. 

ful than the result of labor of man’s mere hands. [| 

The old timbering is beautiful with its definite 

structural form and intelligent use; and its textural 

quality of surface. The precious old oak, put together 

to stay, mortised, tenoned and pinned in a wholly 

consistent manner, was adzed and planed down to a.” 

surface of beauty. _Sometimes it was stained to con- ; . First, Floor 

trast to the surrounding material ; often it was left Plans, House of Mrs. Mary McKelvey 

to weather to a soft gray; it has always satisfied our a ‘Julius Gregory, Architect’ 

‘Photo. Sigurd Fischer 
‘Carved Entrance Doorway, House of Miss Cora A. Week, Riverdale, N. Y. 

Julius Gregory, Architect 
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ANOTHER PICTURESQUE ENGLISH TYPE HOUSE AT SPUYTEN DUYVIL, N. Y. 
JULIUS GREGORY, ARCHITECT 

SCALE OF FEET 

o.|-5§ OO 8 OSs DD 

LIVING 

ROOM 
«BED 

- ROOM LP. 

PORCH. 

‘ FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR 

PLANS, ENGLISH STYLE HOUSE SHOWN HERE 

BED 

ROOM 
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feeling for strength and beauty. Inside the old 

-house the same qualities of structural honesty, sim+ 

plicity and directness, and softnéss of texture prevail. 

These ‘elements dominate throughout the | old 

buildings afd aid in making them beautiful. 

(Jur’ modern houses must be worked out in this. - 

spirit of the old .work to: be good; the ‘timbeys that 

show must’ be structural, not superficial, and’ the tex- 

tures made -with the instinctive freedom of the real 

craftsman, and net a striving for new or untisual sur- 

ra 

- es SF It = em Se . . rn ea eet 

“ys 

Photo. Sigurd Fischer 

faces. There must,be a simple relation .of materials 

‘and-masses. A true feeling or eonception of the 

straightforward.uses of building materials in a natu- 

_ral way is: essential. We.can verify our ideas by 

reference to beautiful old work in -our endeavor ‘to 

get the spirit of -settled genuineness inherent in the 

old buildings,—nothing more. It is wholly-a miatter 

of spirit; but:before we can build in the old man- 

ner it will be’ necessary to unlearn. much, and to 

-acquire.a different point of view regarding building. 

a, - Py YS Se See Tes 
~ 

Living Room: Alcove, Howse of Miss Cora A. Week, Riverdale, N. Y. | 

* Julius Gregory, Architect 

’ March, 1926°° 
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REAR’ ELEVATION 

ROM the front elevation the’size of ‘this cottage * 

is hardly: to be appreciated, as a one-story. bed- 

room wing extends from one end of the house, and 

a kitchen wing from the rear. The usé of field 

stone, brought ‘up to a fairly smooth surface“with, 

cement. and then whitewashed, gives ail unusual and 

pleasing character to the design. The use of half- 

‘timber and stucco for the front elevation of. the 

second story is another satisfying .variation, break- 

ing the monotony characteristic of an all-stone house. 
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FIRST FLOOR 

; [IMPLI in plan and elevation, this house’ pos- ° 

J sesses a certain definite interest, owing to the 

size and placing of the windows, the broad unbroken 

wall surfaces, and the unusually interesting front 

door with its hood and its baluster. transom. -The 

roof of the main part of the house has a high ridge- 

pole, from which the roof slopes down: over t 

first story on the side, where the living room ell’ 

joins the main house. At the point of juncture -a 

large brick chimney: gives a picturesque and impor- 

tant note. Repeating the same roof slopes as the ell, 

a spacious living: porch opens’ off the living room. 

Here heavy stone and half-timber, work .appear for, 

the first time in the exterior design of the house. 

The stonework is of excellent workmanship, laid 

up to a flat surface, which might well have been 

‘repeated in the large, chimney.. Carefully designed 

ENTRANCE 

‘living room, * 

SECOND FLOOR 

dermers not unpleasantly break the long’ roof slopes. 

Stability, solrdity and severity characterize the ex- 

terior design Of this wholesome, comfortable looking 

-house. The ‘first floor plan is simple and. direct: 

lhe entrance hall, off which -open -a lavatory and: - 

cloak closet, leads directly into a corner of thie ‘large 

\. ‘good sized‘ dining room occupies 

the: front of the house, back of which is the krtchen.° 

Opening off the kitchen is the pump house, af essen- 

tial ‘part of any house located in the ‘coyntry. The 

second floor contains three bedrooms and a bath, 

two of which are of fairly good size, in spite of the . 

space taken up by the roof .slopes.: :Fhis house con- 

tains approximately 25,208 cubic feet and was ‘built 

.in the sumnier of-.1923 at. a ‘cost of .53 cents’ per 

cubic foat. It is-an éxcellent example of an ‘impor- 

tant and increasingly popular, architectural type.. 

DETAIL, LIVING ROOM 
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FIRST FLOOR 

Douglaston, N. Y., Frank -]. leorster, Archi 

fect, has built a number. of attractive small 

houses, all of which show an -unusual amount of 

picturesqueness:and_ originality, “.\mong these sev 

eral houses none is more attractive than, this’ one 

built for Frank B. Smithe, Esq.. Stone and rough- 

finished plaster are the materials, combined in the 

TERRACE 

———_—— 
"SEC OND. FLOOR 

‘intelligent and logical manner ‘characteristic of: this 

‘architect’s .country house designs. The windows of 

the. first floor, which are of good size,- and well 

located; are balanced in almost every case by smaller 

- windows or dormers in the second story.’ ‘Completed - 

“in October, 1924, this house contains a cubic footage 

of about 29,247, and cost per foet.of about 75 cents. 

MAIN FACADE 
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FIRST FLOOR 

REE ‘adaptation of the [English cottage style to 

the requirements of a small American house 1S 

here well represented. “Containing approximately 

25,100 cubic feet, and built at the cost of 55 cents 

per cubic foot in 1922, this small house with, walls 

if stucco -over hollow tile ‘shows an’ originality and 

charm in its design which might well be ‘emulated 

ENTRANCE 

. = " ‘ 
in more small houses. . 

SECOND FLOOR 

\s'the house -is located on a 

corner plot; an‘entrance gate ‘is: provided from each 

-, street with walks leading to the front porch. . Phis 

approach to the house is through a stmple terraced 

garden, which, although informal, is thoroughly Eng- 

‘lish in feeling and delightful in its abundance 6f varied 

planting of old .fashioned shrubbery and_ flowers. 

GARDEN FRONT 
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FIRST FLOOR 

HERE ista homelike qual 

ity about this small cottage 

in the English style which ap- 

peals to anyone wishing to have 

a small home of one’s own. At 

the rear of the house is a garage 

which, although detached, is lo- 

cated so close to. the house that 

it-is only a step froin the kitchen 

porch to the garage door. The 

cottage, which contains approxt- 

‘mately 27,000 cubic feet, cost 

55 cents per cubic foot in 1925. 

[he general construction — is 

wood trame, the exterior walls 

finished in stucco on metal lath. 

lhe floors of the house are oak, 

the heating is -by hot ,water, the 

interior woodwerk is’ white 

wood, and the interior walls are 

f ‘ * hard plaster which may be 

| either painted or papered. This 

finish of the walls is not par 

~ ticularly appropriate to or con- 

sistent with the English ¢ottage 

style, but in this country consist 

ency between the exterior and 

interior architecture of a house 

is seldom considered as seriously 

as it should be. Studying the 

front elevation of this house 

‘leads to the conviction that the 

dormers are too tall for their 

width, giving vertical-emphasis 

to these windows in sharp con 

trast to the low effect of the 

windows of.the first ‘stor, 
ENTRANCE. AND SUN PORCH 
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FIRST FLOOR 

v6 KIN TLED” -brick 

has bécome very 
popular ‘in certain  sec- 

tions of. the country as a 

‘material for exterior 

walls. The surface ob- 

tained by the use Of this 

brick, combined — with 

very rough , pointing, 

gives ai interesting tex-- 

ture.and color’tone to th 

walls of a house. | 

‘ should also make an ex- 

cellent surface for the } i 

clinging of vines. In the 

tf Chicago par- 

ticularly, a large number 

of small’ houses have 

heen brilt of this type ot’ 

brick during the past five 

years. ne of. the most 

recently completed.is the 

house of James: Roy 

Ozanne at [-vanston, the. 

cubie contents of: which 

‘are approximately 8],000 

feet, which includes 

the garage as a part of 

the: house, The. cost of 

the house when com- 

pleted last yéar was ap- 

proximately $30,000. 

Although this Reference 

Number: of Ture Forum 

‘is intended to deal with 

houses costing not more 

than $25,000, in a‘case 

where the garage is built 

as an integral part of the 

‘house, $30,000 is set as. 

_an approximate cost limit. 
ENTRANCE FACADE 
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d NOTHER exany 

“A. is . found 

Daniel H. Ellsworth, | 

This house shows a s1 

+ sign, slightly French i 

‘steep straight roof and slated gable ends. 

footage is practically 29,000, and with the attached 
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at ‘Winnetka, 

my 

le of the of 6,000 cubic feet ), the cost is about 50 

cents per foot. 

use of skintled brick varage 

Ill.,- in the ot 

. Pomeroy, \rchitect. 

mple and straightforward de- 

n charac 

house The garage, which is located at the 

“sq., J. back of the house ora level lower than the first floor, 

is reached by a short stairway from the rear of the 

entrance hall. 

the ‘kitchen. 

ter on its of 

The cubic 

account Directly back of the dining room ‘1s 

This omission of a serving pantry 1s 

often. desirable in small houses with few or no maids. 

* WR 

— 

oo ~ ~ 
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FIRST FLOOR 

UILDING 

has obtained an attractive and 

Lise, 

comtortable resi- 

for himself, J. Ivan \rchitect, 

brick, halt-timber 

solidity 

The exterior, treated in 

that 

alwavs associated 

dence. 

and stucco, feeling of and suggests 

durability with the English types 

of construction. The open porch off the living room, 

with its sharply pitched roof, relieves what might 

the ° 

The living room bay of pleasing. propor- 

-have been unpleasantly long: lines in outside 

chimney. 

tions and the low-roofed entrance portico present 

attractive details. “The ‘plans of first and second 

floors show thoughtful consideration for space can 

and 

[ypical of this-is the utilization-of the space above 

servation convenient arrangement of .rooms. 

the open porch, where a small sewing room has been 

provided by the simple expedient’ of placing a win- 

- 

ENTRANCE 

dow in'.the gable end. Without 

area could have been used only 

the window this 

for a closet: or 

storage spa¢e.. On the first floor the living room, 

to the left.of the ‘entrance hall, which extends the 

full depth of-the house, together with the dining’ 

room and kitchen, one behind the other, utilize: all 

the area except.that occupied by the front -hall and 

service entrance. . Sun room and opén: porch give 

opportunity for outdoor comfort in beth winter and 

summer. A.dressing room over the sun rooni and ° 

four large bedrooms, in additien to the sewing room 

already mentioned, give assurante of adequate space 

and maximum comfort for the average family. Cém-. 

pleted’ in 1925, .this house, containing 34,452, cubic 

feet, cost 55 cents per foot. .Both as to exterior and iti- 

terior, it has been thoughtfully designed and planned. 
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+ Some Considerations 

' By AYMAR 

PPARENTLY it 4s at ‘the present time im- 

possible -to design a building - of any kind 

without putting a label on it, and no matter 

whether it is a 20-story office building or a five-room 

cottage, it is described as belonging to one of the, 

traditional scheols of architecture. -Even the mag- 

nificent Shelton Hotel, which of all our larger build- 

ings is the truest exponent of modern architecture, 

is often spoken_of as “Byzantine” or “Romanesque” 

because on its first’. story some of the ornament 

feebly recalls the treatment of columns and arches 

common in Europe ‘in the ninth and tenth centuries. 

As to the country house, 

design a building which is just a plain house, and not 

an “excellent example of the use of the Colonial” 

it seems impossible to 

or 

English—or Spanish—style,-or whatever it may be. 

It is. impossible that this hyper-sensitiveness to. 

the indelicacy of design without a label is.in the end 

a good thing, since the architect, serene in the con- 

'* sciousness that his work is a shining example of the 

work of whatever school he prefers, is enabled to go 

Photo. George H, Van Anda 

of the Colonial Style 

EMBURY Il 

ahead and design to meet his conditions, introducing 

whatever anachronisms he pleases, without fear of 

criticism of his work purely on its merits as a piece 

of architecture. He realizes, perhaps subconsciously, 

that just as long as he can adducé a precedent or even 

the shadow of a precedent for every detail of his 

building he cannot fail to please the conservatives 

_who in any age form the powerful majority, and 

within the limits set by these precedents, he is at 

liberty-to progress just so far as his own capabilities 

will permit,—which is after all a rather healthy con 

dition of things. In Europe, on the other hand, the 

man who makes use of historic motifs is ipso facto 

condemned for lack of real ability to design, and in 

most modern European work (even including the 

English ) 

solutions of the various problems which confront the 

architect has produced what can hardly be called 

an architectural style, but only a number of build 

ings of little or no intrinsic beauty which frequently 

the careful avoidance of all traditional 

negate the creed of the modernist school of thought 

ne. 
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House of Yale Seovene, Esq., Rye, N. Y.. 

H. M Woolsey and B. F: Chapman, Associated -Architects 
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Detail, Living Room, House of Yale Stevens, Esq. 
. H. M. Woolsey:and B 

Photo. H. D. Barlow 

THE ARCHITECTURAL ‘FORUM _ >. Mareh, 1926- 

Chapman, Associate Architects 

in that they em not express in simple and logical 

forms their purposes, and are not perfectly adapted ° 

‘to their uses, two prime tenets 6f modernist belief. 

In-any, generation, and in any field of work, men. 

with eyen a single Spark of creative genius are rare; 

the multitude must be content to follow the leaders ; 

and when the leaders themselv es are floundering: in 

a mire of indecision, knowing not whither, the work 

f-the lesser men must inevitably be pathetically. 

Pheri and, when, as ‘in E urope today;.one can 

recognize no man as irispired, no work as something 

genuinely fine and’ ‘eternally beautiful, the situation - 

in architecturé seems pretty nearly hopeless. 

Here we’ are in better case. Safe under the wings 

of that greatest and most useful of our national - 

‘virtues, hypocrisy; we, while pretending and from: 

long habit almost, believing that we are proceeding 

along the safe traditional lines, are’ able to depart. 

' from:them so far as we may wish ; pulling the old 

motifs a little this way, pinching them alittle the . 

other; borrowing from somie other period where: 

precedent - f faits us in the one chosen, and winding 

up with a design which would appear. to an authentic 

‘architect ‘of, the period as a work from another age... 

and land,—-as indéed it is. Even in the matter of. 

_ rational éxpression f° use’ and purpose we labor 

under less of.a handicap than does the European, 

and by that we succeed in greater measure, since we 

are little concerned with external form, but most with 

House of E. J. Shuapes, Esq., Ridgoweed, as. 4 

Thomas C. Rogers, Architect 



the practical problems of convenience and: light and 

ventilation. We know that with our plan established . 

we have at hand the whole history of architecture 

‘from’ which to borrow forms to clothe the structure, 

-and we refuse to consider ‘the question of their pro- 

priety.any more than -the architect of the Italian 

_ Renaissance considered the -structural principles of 

Roman architecture. From this arises much of no 

great significance, but alsé much that does constitute 

a real advance in architectural design. There is un- 

questionably too much effort spent in reproducing 

the architectural beauty of the past without much 

thought as to its fitness to the object to which it is 

applied, but this is a fault shared with the most ad- 

mired of the men of the new school, and it may 

.be questioned as to whether McKim, Mead & White's 

great Doric order on the Pennsylvania Station is 

_ more of a piece of stage scenery than are the towers 

‘of Saarinen’s station at Helsingfors’ This may 

seeni a far cry from the small Colonial house; in, 

size it is; in principle it is not. Many if not all of 

the houses called in this issué of THE Forum ‘“Col- 

onial” are really as different from authentic work 

of the Colonial period in America as Saarinen’s 

station is from the work of the Roman architect, al- 

though roughly speaking they are derivatives from 

it. Let us set down those characteristics of Colonial 

work which are tangible and see. where we -stand, 

‘since few of us have ever actually defined Colonial : 

March, 1926 - THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM . . 1 sn 

Fireplace, House of Yale Stevens, Esq. 

H. M. Woolsey and B. F. Chapman, Associate Architects’ 

Photo. Kenneth Clark 
._ House of H. A. Groesbeck, Jr., Esq., Chappaqua, N. Y. 

Melvin Pratt Spalding, Architect 
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House of Rev. Angelo Zabriskie, D.D., vena, N. J. 

Thomas C. Rogers, Architect 

* 
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Second Floor’ 
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First Floor 

Entrance, House of E. D. Wilson, Esq., Fieldston, N. Y. yen Plans, House of Rev. Dr. Zabriskie 
; Dwight James Baum, Architect ; , Thomas C.’ Rogers, Architect 
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House of Ernest L. Cosgrove, Esq., Bronxville, N. Y 

Henry Rowe, Architect 
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Plans, Ernest L. Colgrove House . ; Entrance Detail, House of Ernest L. Colgrove, Esq 
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Entrance Detail, House of Dr. Franeis Collins 

Photo Paul J Weber 

No Colonial ‘building had a double or triple wine.” . 

dow, except at the center of the principal facade, 

where the Palladian motif was occasionally employed. 

No Colonial housé ever had a French window. - 

No Colonial house ever had a double doorway in 

the interior, and-very. few on the exterior. 

The Colonial cornice rarely exceeded in height one- 

twentieth of the height of the facade from the ground 

to the bottom of the cornice, and the projection of *. 

the cornice rarely exceeded one and one-half times 

its- height (excépt in the projecting eaves of: the 

Dutch Colonial work). ms - 3g 

All ‘windows were fixed or double- hung,: and, 

divided into lights of gla iss not exceeding 12 inches 

“in width and, 15 inches 1 1 height. 

Piazzas were rare exce be in the South, and colmens 

of two stories were practically unknown except in 

public buildings (Mt. Vernon to the contrary, not-— 

withstanding ). _ : , 

‘The main’ facade of the principal: {mass was sym- 

metrical or nearly so, often to the great detriment 

of the: plan. , . aay : 

No paints were used except white, red; green and 

simetimes straw Color ; arrd it is: questionable whether. — 

_ the. latter- was used before the Revolution. 

In masonry ‘buildings no openings were used: 

which could mot’ be «spanned by masonry arches .or 

lintels or wood beams: This 1 is particularly true. 

OE ES. 

House of Dr. Francis Collins, Fieldston, N. Y. 

Dwight James Geum. Architect 
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These are the outstanding -physical features of the 

Colonial style, but,even if a building were designed 

with careful adherence to every one of these char- 

_ acteristics, would it necessarily appear to be a genuine 

- Colonial house? It seems improbable; for just as 

no religion can be based on a series Of prohibitions, 

so can no good architecture be based on a list of 

“don'ts.” To one as to the other is necessary ‘a cer- 

-& ' ‘tain vitalizing and driving spirit, and it was to 

_ this rather than to the physical features imposed by 

the structural limitations of the time that we owe the 

primly picturesque quality of the old, work. That 

spirit died when the nineteenth century was born, 

:and the attempt to resurrect it in its entirety is hope- 

ess. Nevertheless, we are today doing work which 

is in itself possessed of considerable. charm, and 

which can roughly be described as “Colonial.” The 

label does not matter ; the work assuredly does. 

tt - __ It seems, to the writer at least, that in this dériva- wo 2 

- tive from the Colonial lies the future of our archi-- | 

- _tecture, at least in the, northern part of the United : 

States, for reasons which are neither. profound nor 

commonly. understood. In the first place, it is a 

rational mrethod .of achieving the desired results. 

A house is ‘first and principally a place in which to 

‘live, and not something to be looked at, and the Eatnns Ditall: Messe al T. A: Seeman, Bee. 

square box of the Colonial building gives a maximum Socal i Chidbien: dx Aaa | 

of usable space at a minimum of cost; and no sys- f 

House of William J. Devine, Esq., Englewood, N. J. 

R. C. Hunter & Bro., Architects 
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HOUSE OF CHESTER .T: ALPAUGH, ESQ., NEW ORLEANS 

; ‘MOISE H. GOLDSTEIN, ARCHITECT 
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HOUSE OF WALLACE GILL, ESQ., GLENCOE, ILL 

R. C. HUNTER & BRO., ARCHITECTS : 
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tem of architecture which is unsound economically 

ean, be enduringly ‘successful, hg cay its esthetic 

merits. Our climate requires bedrooms -with auch 

window area.to admit sunlight in our -cold winters- 

and air in our long,.- hot summers; these we. get in 

the Colonial‘house, and we do not get them in the-. 

‘house patterned after the long, -low English ‘cottage, 

admirable as. that is in appéaranée and ‘satisfactory 

in a country where by our standard spring merges 

imperceptibly into fall, and to-fall Succeeds another 

spring. The Colonial type means rooms “without. 

projecting corners or sloping ceilings; rooms’ easy 

to furnish, and easy'to clean and wasting ‘little area. 

It may .be.argued that houses of ‘the so-called 

Mediterranean type, the houses of .the Spanish and 

Italian school, can’ also be designed, to. give stich 

roonis ; but if this is done the char: acteristics of the it 

type are destroyed. 

Instead of the heavy walls and .few windows with 

the deep reveals of the Southern buildings, we are 

likely to have walls. so thin ‘that reveals are: not pos-’ 

‘sible; and, comparatively few clients could be in- 

duced to permit the ample wall areas, unbroken by 

windows, which give to the Italian. and Spanish build- 

ings so large a part of their charm. Then again, even: 

were we to use the identical materials of which the - 

walls of -these ee are constructed; we have not 

ian and Spanish: houses. Everything ‘would prob- 

‘ab ly be chz inged or modified i mn the interest of che: ap- 

Photo. Paul J. Weber 

mechanics,—half masons ‘and_ half. 

‘sculptors, Se with the decorative traditions of 

‘centuries,—to provide the stonework of the old Ital- 

. ness, with a more or, less complete loss,of the archi- 

tectural charac ter which renders the- I. uropean houses 

SO beautiful. 

There is something. essentially false in imite iting 

‘the poor and careless work’ of the’ peas: ints of Eu- 

rope to. house ‘our opulent and exacting civilization. 

No greater harm has been done to architecture in’ 

‘our generation thian has been caused by the er: aze 

for “hand work,’ whether by William Morris or by 

the little decorator around everybody’ s corner, whose 
” ‘ oo oe 

ltighest word of praise is “crude. The beauty and | 

charm of much of, the old, naive, rough, unknowmg 

craftsmanship of past centuries is undeniable; but’ 

its day is past and cannot be brought back; and any _ 

conscious intitation of its methods, whether: in the. : 

broken and patched glass of. thé Harkness: Memorial 

at Yale’ or in the. rough beams: .hewn from sawn 

lumber in the living room, of some tiny cottage, 

brands itself as false ae 

It is therefore from. the Classic style, the stylé of 

‘architects and not’ of. guildsmen, that- we must ex-. 

pect our architecture to be deriv ed, for architecture 

is derived, not created :*no’man in its whole history 

ever sat down and deliberately created so much as a 

new ornamental form; and it-is naturally from that’: 

variety of Classical architecture nearest us, in both 

time and space, our own Colonial, that derivation is 

_most logical. We shall not do many more: buildings 

that are literal copies.of old work,-nor very many in 

.which all the old traditions are preserved; but from 

our own Colonial will spring—has-sprung—an archi-. 

tecture fotind to be perfectly stiited to our needs. 

ine 

i" 

‘Heuse of E. D. Wilson, Eeq., Fieldston, N.” Y. 

Dwight James ‘Baum, Architect 



,. “Bungalows” in the Colonial Style 

‘" "By D..WEST BARBER. | 

Barber & McMurray, Architects, Knoxville, Tenn. 

HE type of house in which all or most of the 

important rooms are on one floor is becom- 

ing more and more popular, and I, believe its 

popularity will survive this present day. of rapid 

.changes and passing fads. The true “bungalow,” 

when thoughtfully planned and: honestly built, makes 

one of the most charming and livable of homes. It 

is suitable: for use in suburb, town or country, and 

has even been adopted for use on the roofs of some 

of our skyscrapers. It may be of any desired size, 

from the small cottage to the large country house. 

The word “bungalow:’ has been very much mis- 

used and abused, at least in the section of the country’ 

in which I live. A few. years ago the majority of 

people called any new house a “bungalow,” no matter 

_what the style, nor, how crude the’ architecture. The 

term was applied so indiscriminately that people of 

-good taste came.to speak-of certain styles of houses. 

as “bungle, Oh’s!” Because of this misuse, the word 

“bungalow,” has long since fallen into disrepute. A 

client recently came into our, office, and early in the 

conversation said, “I do not want a bungalow! I 

want a cunning little one-story cottage, something 

like that you did for Mr. Smith out on the Pike.” 

Of course the word “‘bungalow” was not mentioned 

again to her, nor did it appear on the drawings for 

her house. We need a new word, which will mean 

the same,-but will leave a fresh, sweet taste in one’s 

mouth! The present word is badly overworked. 

[ ‘think we are all willing to admit, openly or 

‘secretly, that the so-called Colonial style is the law- 

ful and splendid heritage of a large part of our coun- 

try. Moreover, it can feel at home in any part of 

the United States, for it is the style that is best suited 

to the average American temperament. In this con- 

nection, I may say that there are quite a number of 

towns and villages here in east Tennessee, the. be- 

ginnings of -whose history antedate the Revolution. 

These towns have a priceless ‘architectural heritage, 

which gives them a delightful character. This shows 

even through the tawdry embellishments that have 

been added in later days. A few individuals are be-. 

House of Clifford Pangburn, Esq., Chappaqua, N. Y. 

Melvin Pratt Spalding, - Architect 
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Warren, Knight. & 

ginning to appreciate the long neglected traditions of 

the early builders, but it will be many years hefore 

these traditions are generally recognized at their 

true value and before the earlier types are. followed. 

One indication that the Colonial style is best suited 

to our use, is that it does not have to be adapted, ex- a 

cepting to meet modern living conditions and con- 

House of O..G. Gresham, Esq:, Birmingham, Ala. 

‘Davis, Architects - 

struction methods. It is ours to use as it stands. We all 

like to play. with the imported modes, and many of our-- 

clients ‘insist on using the English, Spanish, or -what- — 

not,. for their homes. But we know in our hearts, 

that, in order to give our clients. good, Amierican 

houses, we must dilute the ¢hosen styles to such an 

extent that the houses, when completed, will be less 

| 
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Photo. Thomas Ellison 
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House of C. B. Crouse, Esq., Grosse Pointe, Mich. 

Marcus R. Burrowes, Architect 

interesting than their: prototypes. We do not see how .. 

Mr. McManus, perhaps, .can build a Moorish house 

in the suburbs of, say, Baltimore, and live in it com- 

fortably. The house-would probably be colorful, and 

very interesting, and a wonderful place for a garden 

party, but in our opinion mighty poor architecture. 

To the client who wants a “bungalow” that he can 

a a = oe 1m 

really call home, we heartily recommend the ¢ olonial 

style, for various reasons besides that of historical 

appropriatness. The good American precedents at 

our command include all types, from the very early 

Colonial, almost pure English, to the late Georgian 

type; from the rugged and picturesque, to the for 

mal and dignified and to the delicate, graceful, fem 

Plan, C. B. Crouse House Living Room Wing 
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HOUSE OF WILLIAM OTTEN, ESQ., GLENCOE, 

S. S. BEMAN, ARCHITECT 
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inine type. Included in the- range of. our choice; 

shoulel be the types resulting: from foreign influ- 

which came ‘to our architecture and were 

assimilated at a time when styles did not change’ over 

ences, 

- night.- Among these- foreign influences were the 

Dutch, the French, and others which might be named. 

To those who must be economical in building, and 

this includes most of.us, we can say that .our expe- 

riences have taught tts that the Colonial house can 

be. built for less money per cubic foot than can any 

other type. It can be built using ordinary local 

materials, produced by modern manufacturing-meth- . 

ods, and used without sham. The simple rectangular 

plan ‘can be developed into a thoroughly interesting 

house possesing real character more easily arid eco- 

tiomically in the Colonial than in any other. style.. 

[ would say a few words about the problem of 

building a bungalow on the ordinary city lot, with 

+0 to 50 feet of frontage. The‘time has come when 

nearly every householder owns an automobile. With 

the: moter has come the private driveway. This drive- 

way-usually runs past one end of thé house.toward . 

Detail, Le Roy Percy House 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM: ‘March, 1926 

the-rear’ of the lot, thus reducing the apparént width 

of the plot, and the usual center entrance walkway 

cuts the lot up into a series of narrow strips of 

lawn. The apparent solution, which works well ‘in 

most ‘Cases, is to place the end of the house toward 

the street, have a corner of sidé .é€ntrance to the 

house, and eliminate the superfluous central walk- 

way. Further. interest may be obtainéd by attaching. 

the garage to the house, er connecting the two with 

a covered passage. * Also, more frequent use. should 

be made of the services of the landscape architect,’ 

who can do wonders ‘in .a small’area. The problem 

of -planning for the small city lot is difficult: and is 

seldom solved satisfactorily.“ L.think that the prin- 

cipal reason for this is that architects and owners: 

have ignored the changed -conditions ‘under which 

present-day building -is often done and have not tried. 

. hard énough to climb out of the rut. Vastly more 

could easily be dere with éven the average city build- ° 

ing lot than is now ordinarily accomplished. It re- 

quires’ the cooperation and united effort of owner, 

architect, and nurseryman or. landscape architect. 

ae 

Entrance, Clifford Pangburn House 
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sARAGE >” 

FIRST FLOOR’ 

SECOND FLOOR 

A Winnetka, Ill, Huszagh & Hill recently com: 

pleted: for Ralph M. Gately a véry attractive 

The 

location and character of the design of -the garage 

small. Colonial house with garage. attached. 

pleasantly suggest the old fashioned “long wood- 

shed” Maine 
F heartily ‘wished that more attached garages could as 

‘attached to every farmhause. It is 

perfectly complete the design of 

here.. The location of the entrance door, with the 

Palladian 

chosen, acting ds a connecting mottt between’ the 

fine window above, is’ unusually well 

main house and the garage. The’ spacious living 

room, which extends forware toward. the street, is 

in the exterior design of the louse. well indicated 

Back of the living room is the dining room, so 

ENTRANCE 

a house as is done- 

‘Ipcated as to connect with'the living toom porch as 

well as with an. open rear. terracé, where’ afternoon. 

tea and summer stippers may-be served. The: plan 

of the second floc ir shows three good sized bedrooms ° 

and two. baths, one bath so located that it is accessible 

from two. of the bedrooms. The second floor .is 

_continued over the garage and contains’ a.maid’s - 

room,*sewing room and bath. As ‘is often the- case 

‘in small houses, one stairway serves for both family 

and servants. Careful study of the unusually inter- 

esting plan of this house, both the first and the sec- . 

ond ‘floor, proves that there are limitless variations - 

‘in the plans of even’small and moderate sized houses 

such as this, which cost $20,000, or about 42 cents 

per cubic foot when it was completed in. May, 1925 avy 

DINING ROOM. 
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‘HOUSE OF MORRIS L. BEARD, ESQ., FLUSHING, N. Y. 

ROGER H BULLARD, ARCHITECT 



“HIS comfortable; eld fashioned farmhouse built 

at-Flushing, N. Y.in 1920 by Roger H. Bullard, 

Architect, for Morris.S. Beard, Esq. cost to complete 

$15,841, which was approximately 35 cents per cubic 

foot. So carefully studied and well designéd 1s this 

house that it is difficult ‘to realize that it was built 

only six years ago. As there is no more conscien- 

tious student of Colonial architecture and its details 

‘than Mr. Bullard, it is not surprising that this house 

of simple and almost severe design should possess 

very definite refinement and charm. The entrance 

THE HALL 

SECOND FLOOR 

-porch with its‘latticed panels and louver doors is an 

exact replica‘of several of the ‘old New England ° 

porches. The use of paneled shutters for the lower 

windows and louver blinds for the upper is also 

characteristic of the Colonial farmhouse. One pleas- 

ant variation from the usual plan found in old houses 

of this type is the location of the entrance door arid 

stair hall at one corner instead of at the center of _ 

the house. This permits an-economical and direct’ 

plan, allowing the living room té occupy two thirds _ 

of the front of the house, making a spacious room: 

& 

Fs fe 

s * a 

ENTRANCE 
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SECOND FLOOR <-—° - 

FIRST FLOOR 

LIVING ROOM 

A! oe ot house designed 

£Y. by “H.- M.’ Woolsey, Architect, 

for R. Cc; Proctor, shows the. spirit of * 

some of the early American _farm- 

- houses carried out in an attractive .and . 

interesting manner. The use of rough 

stone laid up with cement to a flat 

surface for the walls of the first- story, ’ 

and the deep recesses on either side 

_ of the front door, add much to the un- 

usual~ character of this: comfortable 

looking home: “It is rather to be. 

wished that the same type of white- 

washed stonework had been used.-for., ° 

the arcaded porch which opens off the 

living room. - The heavy English 

Renaissance detail of thé entrance door 

harmonizes well with thé solid and 

rugged character of the house. - The. 

plan is straightforward and balanced, 

a library on one side of the entrancé 

hall and a living room on the other, ° 

with the dining room at the-rear. One 

of-the best features of the first floor 

plan is the coat room with lavatory off 

of it, which’ connects the library with 

a ‘side door leading into the ‘service 

court.:. This.. arrangement makes _ it 

conveniently possible to reach the 

garage without going through thé 

kitchen and through the service porch. ° 

ENTRANCE 
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OF MELVIN PRATT SPALDING, -ESQ., 

SPALDING 

PRATT 

* MELVIN 



FIRST FLOOR ~ 

MONG several’ exceedingly attractive small 

houses built by Melvin Pratt Spalding-at Chap-- 

N. \ 

The’ uneven and rocky site has given him an oppor- 

paqua, is this*built for his own occupancy. 

tunity of designing a building somewhat more’ pic- 

turesque than is often possible. ‘The main entrance 

of the house is located in the corner formed by the 

living room wing and the main house: A | 

walk leads up to a‘ Dutch entrance door. “ Frem the 

- entrance. hall three steps on the left lead down into’ 

the living room.. The stairway faces one-on enter- 

ing, and the dining room. is at the right. Opposite 

the entrance a small door leads directly into the 

7 LIVING ROOM .-. 

\ flagstone | 

Owners ROOM 
2-0 6 

SECOND FLOOR: 

kitchen. A little study of this interesting plan will 

‘make clear its directness ane practical ‘value.. Off- 

the stair landing 1s a good sized cloak closet, beyond 

which is another large closet opening off the living 

room. -This living room, which is a story anda half 

in -height, is open up to the timbers of the roof. At 

the ijmer.end of this room,-the stair landing forms 

an, open balcony; making a pleasing architectural: 

feature. The second floor contains three bedrooms, 

: a bath and.sleeping porch. Completed in 1923, this 

house, Which contains approximately 31,872 cubic: 

feet, cost 48.cents per foot. The house is’ unusual, 

distinctly individual, and picturesque toa high degree.- 

ENTRANCE 
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FIRST FLOOR 

N Princeton, a small house of unusual character 

was recently. completed by Sherley W. Morgan, 

\rchitect. Containing approximately , 50,000 cubic 

feet and built at a gost of 50 ‘cents per cubic foot in 

1925, this small house shows an originality and 

‘quaintness of design which places it in a class by.- 

itself. Although the exterior. walls are covered with 

10-inch clapboard siding painted white, the: rough- 

hewn details of the little entrance porch and the steep 

roofs suggest the type of cottage found in Kent 

-rather than an,early American prototype. - The illus: 

thé 

When the plan is studied,.thée ‘house will be found 

much larger than the 

trations show entrance front 

lo be 

ENTRANCE 

ot this cottage. 

entrance tront indicates.’ 

SECOND FLOOR 

Phe living room and dining-room have been logically 

placed ‘at the rear. of the building, where advantage 

may he taken of the privacy of the garden and rear 

‘lawn. ‘The kitchen and maid's roonr are located near 

the street ‘front gn the first floor. This makes it 

possible to have the service entrance at no great dis- 

tance fromthe highroad. The second floor: shows an 

-amazing number of rooms for a’ house which ap- 

pears, from the street; to- be so small and to have 

much space given up to long, low roofs. The plain: 

-rough plaster, walls and the simplified interior trim 

produce architectural’ consistency, between, ‘the in- 

_terior and exterior architecture of this house, which 

_means desirable harmony, within and without,’ 

LIVING ROOM 
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XI CHEW PORCH 

s 
(0] B. Suen PING. 

PORCH - 

o cid
e - “4 GARE GE 

eI CALE OF FEET — OF FEET 4 , | 

> 5 0 2 20 7 he 

FIRST FLOOR SECOND FLOOR 

NE look would convince any student of mod- low, homelike effect produced by the row of | four 

ern American domestic architecture that this windows oti. the second floor; all these mark the 

house was the work of Dwight James Baum. The -house as the work of an architect well versed.in the 

handling of Colonial details. Completed in 1924, pleasant prominence given to the front door by its 

projection of 4 feet from the main house; the suc contains approximately 38,650 cubic feet and -cost 

cessful way in.which the garage with its shed-like | 30 cents per foot, which, however, did not include 

doors lias been made a part of the design; the long, the amount represented by the architect’s commission. 

LIVING ROOM -FIREPLACE 
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BREAKFAST PORCH 

L CATED not far back from ‘the 

village street- in Pelham, N. Y., 

stands this delightful, homelike house -: 

designed by Frank J: Forster for 

‘Chester ‘F::Young. If ever-there was - 

a‘ house which bespeaks hospitality and: 

good cheer, this is certainly: it. - The 

spacious recessed entrance’ door, the 

many: .small. and well proportioned 

windows, the big end chimney and the 

arcaded’ breakfast porch are some of 

the elements which give to this house — 

its’ unusual charm. - Containing ap-., 

proximately 42,000 cubic feet, this. 

‘building coast to complete, 62 cents per. 

cubic foot in the sumnier of 1925. In 

plan ‘the house differs -but Jittle from 

‘the averagé center hall farmhouse 

type, with the living room.on one sidé 

of the.entrance hall and the dining * 

room on the other. A pantry and 

kitchen take their customary positions 

back of the dining room. One varia- 

tion ‘of, the usual plan is, however, 

found in this house. At’ the rear of 

the frorit hall ts. a maid*s room ‘with 

bathroom opening off. . The second story 

ylan shows four bedrooms and two 

baths. . A good sized .dressing room 

ypetis off’ the’ principal dedroom.*— 

ENTRANCE 
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FIRST FLOOR . 

( . IMBINING rough common brick with’ white. 

painted siding gives a-distinct Colonial char-. 

acter and. charm.to this house built by RK. C 

& Bro., Architects, -for Miss Louise’! 

at Tenafly, N J.. Although a comparatively small 

house, its appearance leads one to belie ve, it 

Hunter 

[ “nderwor vl, 

to he 

at the 

house, not only the ‘main entrance and garden doors 

much larger than it really is. Every .detail 

but’ also the paneled window shutters and the dor 

mers of the ‘ell,- shows unusual appreciation and 

understanding of Colonial detail. . It is seldom that 

‘the problem of designing a covered porch for a 

Colonial house is carried out as satisfactorily as in 

this case. It is an architectural treat to find-a mod- 

ern small house so carefully studied and successfully 

executed, as regards scale, proportion and detail, 

APPROACH TO MAIN ENTRANCE 

oe ees 
+44 DED Room“ 

SECOND FLOOR’ 

which are the three principal elements of a success- 

‘ful design. Besides the pleasing diversity of mate- - - 

rials, this house shows a well belanced relation in its 

_ Masses. The variety in-the treatment and placing of 

the material is a relief from.the stiff formality. of. 

many Colonial houses. Balance is * maintained 

through the principle of varying masses rather .than 

upon Symmetry, creating an informality- which gives 

i more-livable aspect té the house than does a schemé 

of design which is more: strictly formal. The brick- 

work ‘is of, the clinker type, laid with raked joints 

and cement of natural color. This. hotise, which was - 

‘completed in 1924, contains: an approximate cubic 

_ftaotage of 48,500, and cost to complete 56 ‘cents’ per 

foot. ‘This may be regarded as one of the most suc-. 

cessful among the recently built small houses. 
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Small Sie in the Fond French Style 

By PHILIP LIPPINCOTT GOODWIN 

HE art,—or perhaps it could be called the pas- 

- time,—of .adaptation in’ the domestic archi- 

‘tecture of -this ‘country has 

‘geographic boundaries, and ‘racial -o 

. consistencies. ‘Not infrequently aided oy our clients, 

we have drawn from many lands and m: iny ages to 

create the composite thing that is sometimes called 

‘the American country house; and whatever else may 

rec — 

few 

‘be said, we are at least doing’ our work of adapta- 

tion better arid niore intelligently than we once did. 

Naturally, the first colonists drew largely upon 

the traditions: of their mother countries. when they 

built in America, and they produced true types be- 

cause the houses they built were built on their own 

‘lives and experiences, modified by the conditions and 

- resources with which they had to reckon in the 

. country. The Classic Revival, which came early in 

the nineteenth century, produced a type which dif- 

‘fered greatly from the early Colonial work, because 

‘it was the product of erudition rather than a natural. 

‘ expresston. * Also, it was a style which, 

respects, 

ture. There were no climatic, structural or even 

architectural reasons why people should build houses 

to’ resemble Greek temples, either in the Southern or - 

few 

historical . 

new - 

.of Richardson 

1 “some - 

resembled much of our present architec- - 

and often 

inherently 

in the. New England states, 

did it very effectively, considering 

unsuited to the domestic 

ing is the Parthenon, or any other Greek temple. 

It was a genuine. enough expression, though 

it was far-fetched, in that it expressed a fashion 

of the. times—‘the Classic that 

but they did, 

how 

requirements of a dwell 

even 

taste,” impulse 

_which inspired alike Jefferson in the building of 

“Monticello,” and a retired whaling captain in the 

building of his house on remote Nantucket. 

Certainly the houses of the Classic Revival, 

the worst of them; were infinitely better than the 

houses of that period of ignorance, sheer depravity 

and bad taste which followed, and which lasted prac 

tically until the Columbian Exposition in 1893. It was 

Mr. Cram who said that the year of the Philadelphia 

Centennial, 1876, found us “architecturally, the most 

savage of nations.’’ Nor, excepting for the influenc« 

toward the “picturesque” type of 

house, could much be said in praise of our domestic 

architecture of the decade from 1890 to 1900. Aside 

from a prevalence of poor design, we made the 

hopeless mistake. of trying to build picturesquely with 

machine-made From that time forw: yee 

one ° style after another has come into the field « 

evel 

products. 
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From a Rendering of Proposed Houses at Coral Gables, Miami 
Philip L. Goodwin, 
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Detail, House of Richard E. Bishop, Esq. 

‘adaptation here, and the work of translating foreign borrowed sophistication (ne 

architectural idioms into expressions of American tural writer has expressed a belief that a definit 

requirements in country house design has been difference in‘architecture and interior decorat 

done with constantly increasing skill and intelligence. ‘been observable in- this ‘country since the In i 

Teday, the domestic styles of England, France, Italy of the Ritz-Carlton Hotel in New York. TI rte 

-and Spain contribute to our range of precedents. -certainly, profoundly affected the whole idea « 

. Into the picture,- naturally enough, has come a note © hotel architecture, and it is not at all impossibl 

of sophistication, and a desire on the part of some it had a great deal to do with popularizing 

clients and some architects to express this ‘quality. 

It would be interesting to trace, if it were possible, ° 

the origin of this note of sophistication in our archi- 

kind of well bred sophistication that has becom« 

expression-of the real taste of a great many peoy 

.in this coyntry. The exact.architectural quality 

tecture, and to discover at exactly what point we — the.Ritz is not easy to define with a single label. 1 

ceased making unconvincing limitatioris and began 

to build with a spirit of our own, rather than with a 

sentially it has the sophistication of the (,eorgial 

English style of the brothers Adam, but it IS Nel 
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vaded, too,-by the same quality that is felt in the 

more restrained and formal architectural expressions 

of the eighteenth century France of Louis XVI. 

Kor a great many years French architecture had 

meant to most people. the profusion of. Louis XV, ¢ 

’ the grandiose manner of Louis XIV, or a very rich 

version of Louis XVI. That there‘is such a thing as ° 

“an extremely simple and very refined; yet highly 

sophisticated quality.in French architecture, was not 

-- discovered until quite recently. It has now been dis- 

covered that’ architectural’ formality does not neces- 

sarily mean a palace or a great chateau, but that the 

whole essence and, charm of that peculiar .formality 

of eighteenth century France can be expressed in 

a most charming way in thé smallest: of buildings. 

Much of great interest and of, the utmost valtie 

to the development of our country house design has 

heen done in the adaptation of the other type of 

the small’ French house,—the picturesque and_ in- 

formal farm buildings and cottages, the old types 

of Normandy and Brittany. The architects of the 

time of Louis XVI did this when they built the 

‘charming bijou play houses for Marie Antoinette at 

Versailles. ‘This was a style that went back to the 

-half-timher construction of the middle ages, and that 

‘expressed sophistication to the Louis XVI mind for 

the same reason that the shepherdess costume and 

berjbboned crook were supposed to express sophisti- 

cation to Marie Antoinette and her court ladies. 

' It is not, however, the purpose of this article to 

. discuss the informal type of French small house, but 

rather the more formal type found in the minor 

chateaux and villas, and often seen in the gate houses 

mi a 
- Photo. Chicago Architectural Photo. Co. 

‘tinuation of the main walls, 
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and hunting lodges of the period Louis’ XVI. This 

fermal type is not one that lends itself to a very 

lengthy inventory, because its style lies more in feel 

ing and mannerism than in specific details. Its 

most salient characteristic in form is the tall, steeply,- 

pitched roof of slate, with dormers that are a con 

i breaking through the 

there dormers above these wall eaves. Lf are 

dormers, they are usually very small, and in shape 

are either elliptical or with curved tops. 

Masses and profiles are rectangular, ultra-formal, 

with balanced and carefully proportioned feriestra 

tion, and usually with tall French windows on the 

ground floor. The wall surfaces are génerally o| 

stucco, smooth-finished, though sometimes of cut 

stone, and only the most simple details are used for 

incidents. Sometimes there aré sunk panels of very 

flat relief, or mere blank sinkdages above the first floor 

little 

restrained elaboration ; quoins are often seen ; mould 

windows. The main doorways may show a 

ing are very flat and of simple composition; ‘and all 

parts, characteristically of the whole Louis XVI 

manner, are in nice alignment and in perfect scale. 

Formality in the small house is by no-means easy 

to achieve, and the element of technique in the adap- 

tation of this special type of French house is of the 

utmost importance if anything like success is to at 

tend the result. The keynote of most small houses, 

quite naturally, is informality, because small houses 

have always been the cottages of unsophisticated 

people who have had neither the financial nor the 

architectural build in resources to formal styles. 

The situation today is different, and while the small 

es 

’ House of D. B. Duacion, Ben. Lake Forest, Ill. 

Russell S. Walcott, Architect 
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house in- America may-or may not be formal and 

sophisticated, it is-a long. remove from the: cottage 

“of the péasant, and its ideal is invariably one that 

combines a-highly developed standard of living con- 

ditions with ari attractive and architectural appeatanee- 

+ In Philadelphia, Mellor, Meigs & Howe have suc- 

cessfully translated the French type, into ‘country 

and suburban houses’ characteristic,of Pennsylvania,. 

‘in terms of local materials.and their own admirable 

technique. .. And they have found its style by no 

means inflexible, because they have sought to utilize 

mly its purely architectural spirit and not its literal 

forms. Their studies in this style’ have been by no 

means copies, and have not even attempted to be 

adaptations. 

-of French descent, and illustrate the architectural 

accomplishment of taking.certain salient features of * 

a stylistic type and basing local design ‘on: them as 

‘a‘point’of departure,—a procedure very. different 

from setting, 

type 
| nas 

\lso in ,Philadelphia, Edmund’ B: Gilchrist 

heen conspicuously successful in more direct 

udaptations of the’ formality of the style, which he 
| 

small villa in.an American suburb. Perhaps’ Mr: 

Gilchrist’s version is more true to type than any: 

ther, \mericanization of this kind of French archi- 

tecture, though-he has by no mearis tried to go back 

to eighteenth century France. 

‘sentially American, and yet in évery éssential way 

have preserved the spirit of the type they. represent. 

Although the small French villa is a formal type, 

its setting may be either formal or informal. 

His houses are es- 

It may 

— ‘ on 
Architectural Photo. Co. 
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‘this matter is largely one of sincerity. versus affecta- 

They are Pennsylvania country +houses -. 

as the objective, a literal copy of the ™ 

lias found to be-perfectly suited to the design of the: 

March, 1926 

be set on a small terrace with a formal approach in 

‘mintature, utilizing clipped bay trees in boxes--and 

garden leds laid out in symmetrical patterns, or it 

may be set-in an old fashioned garden and tréated’ 

more as a cottage than a villa., In’ either case much 

charm can’ be given its whole effect by emhéllishment . 

with a little treillage in light green. Properly . 

handled, this. type of small house ‘can be made a 

distixict addition to our- domestic’ architecture, and 

tion.” In the past most of our architectural mistakes - 

“were due to a disastrous combination of ignorance ° 

and insincerity. T.oday ignorance is not so niuch to 

be reckoned with, but many adaptations of European 

styles have been facking in merit because of insin: 

eérity.- The designer did not quite believe in the 

thing he was’ doing,—and to make a successful adapt- 

ation. the architect. must believe in the style he is 

utilizing,’ to. the utmost ‘of his ability. This, ol 

viously,..1s why architects in this country, despite 

their really.extraordinary versatility, tend to be- 

come stylists. -They deésign. best -ini the. styles ‘in 

‘which: they most, thoroughly believe, and as_ their’ 

achievements in their best manner become definitely 

recognized by the public, they are called upon to 

design work in the styles that have won recognition. 

As thefe is‘no specific American’ locale for the’ 

‘adaptation of the small French house,, architects in‘ 

all parts of the country may find in its purely archi- 

tectural mannerisms an appealing field for study, 

as they will assurédly find that without study the small ° 

French house is one of the most elusive and diffi. 

cult of, the tvpes’we have ever tried to Americanize.’ 

‘House of S. A. Ball, Esq., :Winnetka, II. 

Howard Bowen, Architect 



j + The Small _— and Candor in Designing 

By LEIGH FRENCH, JR. 

N’ the order of present-day affairs, the small 

hause is an increasingly insistent factor,.and it 

will not down. ‘Every day and ‘in every place’ 

it clamors for attention arid forces itself upon our 

‘Since it is a factor that cannot be elimin- 

ated, nor evaded without, inflicting uncomfortable 

penalties upon us in revenge, we may as well ad-- 

nk tice, 

dress ourselves with a good grace to solving the 

‘problems. its offers.’ For very easily understood rea- 

.sons, ‘the majority of architects are not keen to de- 

vote.time and energy to the designing ‘of the small 

house... To design well a ‘single small house, in the 

way it should be done, involves relatively much more 

- time’ and office expense than it does to design a 

‘-moderafe-sized or even a large house, and the re- 

turn of profit is not only relatively but actually much 

less. And architects must live; few of them, even, 

though they might wish. to do so, could afford to run 

their ‘offices largely from motives of philanthropy. 

Fewer still wish to specialize in small house design 

or become known as “small house_architects.”” They 

know that it would soon cut‘them off from all chance 

of, developing a.more lucrative. practice. . 

\t thé same time; acute housing conditions render 

it imperative. to .find- some: solution to the pressing’ 

‘requirements of -the hour. The small house must 

It is going to 

be built whether the architect designs it, or whether 

- be built, and it .is going to be built. 

it is left altogether -to the mercies of the speculative 

builder; who is usually-a capable agent in the whole- 

-sale niarring of neighborhoods. It-is g6ing to be 

From mere 

force of numbers its presence is inevitably going to 

either well designed’or badly designed. 

give the dominant architectural tone to entire neigh- 

borhoods and, indeed, to.the country at large.. The 

small house,- therefore, is a matter of concern, not: 

alone to those who build or live in it, but likewise 

to thé general public—those who cannot avoid seeing 

it or‘else who, must live in close proximity to it. 

‘Except in the most unusual instances, the small 

house must be built inexpensively. Securing mini 

mum cost is an inexorable condition. But, as Well 

as: being built with strict economy, the small house 

Most 

people, unfortunately, place’ beauty last on the list 

ought to be built for beauty and convenience. 

of requirements—as of least real importance. In our 

programs for architectural competitions, esthetic re 

quirements follow all others on the list. They are 

treated almost apologetically, as if they constituted, 

concessions to an impractical taste which some people 

affect, but which are in‘themselves of no real impor 

tance. Perhaps this feeling is partly due to the 

quality of many of the samples of so-called art which 

abound. 

foundations rest on reason or common sense, and to 

make light of it is either to exhibit the instincts of 

But true art is most practical; its very 

the barbarian or the wisdom of the fool. In a work 

_of construction made by civilized creatures, beauty 

should hold first place, for beauty depends on fitness, 

and all practical 

Therefore, “convenience, economy and 
] ! 

includes 

instead of 

beauty,” let us 

fitness - considerations 

write “beauty, convenience an 

economy,” which is by far the more logical order. 

Not only can beauty be successfully combined with 

convenience and economy in the construction of the 

small house, but good design can also materially help 

in securing convenience and economy. Further 

more, beauty or good design unquestionably renders 

the small house a more valuable asset, rated in actual 

dollars and cents, than the small house which is con 

venient’ and but 

\bundant experience has proved this beyond all 

economical which lacks beauty 

$HE ia a" “at 
AA if “eo : 
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- House Design for the Flegg Ridge Estate 

Ernest Flagg, 

of Ernest Flagg, Dongan Hills, N. Y. 

Architect 
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House — No. 4 for the Fle ge. Ridge Estate of Ernest Flagg: . Ristiatas Hills, N. 7 

| tte . . ' ‘Ernest Flagg, Architect 

| 

doubt. And tlie surest way to arrive at this result) which should exist between the various departments 

the combination ef beauty, convenience and econ- that go to make up the home. These divisions -ordi- ° 

omy—is by using ‘candor and common sense in the  narily are; (1)-‘The. public part of the -house, if we 

methods of* désign and construction. _ Such candid’ may so call it, to which friends and visitors aré cus- 

and rational methods, I am persu ited, aré exempli- tomarily admitted, including oe entry, living room 

fied in the small houses shown in the acer mpanying or rooms, and dining’ room. (2) .The private part, 

illustrations, designed by Ernest Flagg. They were. consisting of the sleeping rooms and their’ dépend-" 

designed ‘and built with the solution of the problem encies. (3) The -service department. (4) The. 

just propounded very Jargely in view. ‘The outcome méans. of communication, such as passages, ‘corri- 

‘has: justified the expectations which were.entertained. ‘dors, stairways*and the like. (5) Places for the. . 

In no other way can the.first of these objects storage of household’ effects, fuel, trunks and wear- 

the. attainment of beauty,—be so well anid’so surely’’ ing apparel. - (6) Those parts which provide for the 

arrived at as by applying the iundamenti ul laws of outdoor life of the family, suchas porches, ver randas, 

good taste or the corréct principles of design; for . lawns, gardens and walks, parts of out of doors. 

it costs ‘no more -to build, in accordance with them It is in the fourth of these ‘items in planning which 

than otherwise. indeed, it often costs less, for vast . the greatest economies can usually he. made.. Means’ 

Sums, in the aggregate, are constantly being wasted ° 6f’commuinication, are -of «course necessary, but if 

in vain attempts to obtain beauty which might easily. they are separate they are of no value’ for any other 

he had without much effort or éxpensé. To'plan'the purpose, and. if communication could be had with- 

‘ house conveniently, it is necéssary for the designer - out them, usefulness would nof be impaired. It is. 

‘to have constantly in mind the, proper relationship, highly important, therefore, where economy is neces- 

Nelchen 

so 7y- A. 

First ‘Flece _ oat : ‘ Second Floor 

Plans, House: Design No. 4 
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Front Elev vation 

House Design No. 6 for the Flegg Ridge Estate of aia: Flage. 

Ernest Flagg, Architect 

‘Rear Elevation 

Dongan Hills, N- . 

sary, to reduce to the limit 6f practicability the. area 

devoted exclusively to communication, 

pinching, but by elimination. 

to build and maintain as if 

not by 

the space they 

they ‘more, because the 

‘percentage of: wall surface to floor area is greater. 

.The skill and ingenuity of the planner can nowhere 

‘so well be shown as in reducing corridor areas with- 

out that is, indeed, his chief 

‘problem. ’. Anyone can plan with a liberal use of cor- 

but it requires skill and ingeniity to plan 

conveniently without them. In the. designs of the 

houses here illustrated great economy has-been aimed 

at in the. yse of corridors. In 

occupy 

weré in rooms: indeed, cost 

loss of convenience: 

ridors,- 

general, the space 

including. stairways, devoted to circulation, corridors 

exceeds 10 or 12 per cent 

of the total floor drea, and it is often much less. 

Plans are frequently injured and much space and 

material are wasted by the 

_ sary .partitions. 

and passages, seldom 

construction of unneces- 

One good room is often ruined for 

the sake of making two poor rooms, which together 

Corridors cost as much. 

tion 7; 

do not answer, the purposes for which they are used 

as’ well as. would: one larger room. Small 

are planned as if they were large, and subdivisions 

made which, however appropriate and convenient in 

a large house, had better be dispensed with in a 

small building. One subdivision, 

hie mM1Ses 

however, the plan- 

ner of the very smallest English house thinks it 

‘necessary to make, and that is the “scullery,” a sub 

division séldom found on this side of the Atlantic. 

I-very self-respecting English housewife requires a 

small place off the 

dishes may be 

kitchen where pots, 

unsightly 

pans and 

washed and all other work 

right 

from. being 

performed, and she this demand 

The 

deed, 

is entirely 

scullery is -far wasteful; it is, in 

space-saver, for by means of it the useful 

ness of the kitchen is greatly increased. The actual 

work of cooking is neither unsightly .nor uninterest 

ing. In the very small-house the kitchen, when re 

lieved of all which is unpleasant about the prepara 

Paw is and the 

In houses’ of 

not a bad place to eat in, 

dining room may be dispensed with. 

Living and 
' Dining Room | 

First Floor 

| 

Bed %oom | Rath 

ie Se cena 3 } 
=| 

—} Jranis | 
| 

Sterage = | 
or “ Foom 

Tan Py hor 

Second Floor 

Plans, House Design No. 6. 
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. Jute or scrim partitions instead of studs 
and lath 

more importance, where two or more servants’ are 

employed,’ the kitchen improved in this way, may 

Plasterers working against each other on 
wire lath ; 

such as these, deprived as they are of ‘the usual attic 

space in the roof by the introduction of the “ridge |: 

take ‘the place of a Servants’ dining room, whilé in’ dormer” or *tshed dormer” which miakes the whale 

still larger houses a scullery should certainly be con- 

‘sidered an essential feature of household equipment. 

space within the roof available for living purposes. 

_The presence of’ such a dormer and the utilization 

Provision of sufficient storage.space in the shape - of the entjre area within the roof, much of which is 

of ample closets is especially important in houses 

“Flagg -Partition™ in three. stages of construction 

ordinarily waste room, has the further advantage 

aa of making ‘it possible to re-_ . 

‘luce the height of the walls, 

thus reducing construction 

costs at the same time. 

While reducing waste space 

in the plan by eliminating ~ 

needless communication area, 

. doing away with unneéessary’ 

partitions, - and. raining “uSe, 

of all the’ room contained 

within the-lines of the roof, 

further legitimate economies 

¢an be effected in the matter 

of materials and inthe man- 

‘ner in ‘which ‘certaiti features 

are, constructed. One "e@X- 

cellent way to save,money in 

building is to be truthful, and 

I, no one way carr this be’ 

better done than in‘the matter 

‘Of interior woodwork. The 

solid - plaster partitions that 

have’ been used in these 

houses, built under Mr. 

Flagg’s direction, made by 

simply. hanging a: section of : 



\ a 
‘= 

Ridge Dormers, Interior and Exterior 

jute or scrim ‘net and plastering both sides of it~ and the-appearance of the doorways is greatly im 

a method that has proved entirely satisfactory in proved. This is’ merely. a return to old methods, 

point of solidity and strength,—render unnecessary for originally doorways were undoubtedly thus coi 

the woaden studs and lath commonly used in mak- structed. Straightforward methods of construction 

ing partitions. _ Such construction not only saves the generally produce the best results, and this inStance 

cost of-all these materials, their erection and main- ‘is no exception to the’ rule. Ordinarily, after the 

‘tenance, but permits: of an important economy by _ plastering is ‘done the house is only half completed, 

omitting most of the ordinary ' | 

trim or casing. If a doorway 

is made in the ordinary man- 

ner by constructing a frame 

around the opéning (called a 

door-buck ) and covering the 

buck with a‘casing after the 

" plastering is finished; the true 

frame is concealed, and the 

- visible architravé. about the 

_doqrway is a’sham. ~ 

‘In designing: these houses 

it has been Mr. Flagg’s ob- 

“ject to save the cost of all x 

such shams and counterfeits 

‘which, aftér aJl, are only con- 

‘cessions to convention ‘and 

setve no structural purposes; — 

therefore, .no casings have 

been used, but the frames’ 

have beeri ‘made sufficiently - 

presentable to form the neces- 

sary finishes about the.open- 

‘ings, the result. being that 

more than two-thirds of the 

lumber and labor are saved, ot Porch’ Designed on the Module System 

“March, 1926: ss THE’ ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 179 
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House Design No. 5-B hon Flegg Ridge Estate °- 

jor the greater-part of the carpentry work remains 

he performed; trim must-be applied to the door 

jambs, the doors be fitted and oe. window. casing 

set, sashes hung, and bases .aith their mouldings 

must -be installed. But, by the method advocated, 

Mr. F lagg, when the-plastering is done the house 

is practically: finished, -for nearly all that work is 

elimitiated.” Nothing could well be more economic: al. 

Hanging a door, under ordinary circutnstanées, 

is quite an operation and consumes much time, for 
. 

TY 

First Floor 

-and. are found generally only 

-* @ uh opening when eased i in with its sham architrave . 

is hound to differ in size somewhat from the others.. : 

‘and each door,must be separately adjusted. If the 

doorway, is made in the manner here described, how- ° 

ever, no such adjustment is required. In the shop 

‘the frames ate put together of sizes to correspond | 

to the ‘doors, and-the hardware applied, If the 

frames are set plumb, nothing remains to be done 

’ to,them.at the-building but to piace thé doors on their. 

‘hinges, which is the ‘work of a moment. Thus a 

Vast amount of material and-much useless labor are 

“saved, and’a. great deal of time gained. . Nor is it 

only in doorways .that useless materials are dispensed 

with.. Similar methods apply to- windows and -all 

.other places where casing is commonly used. Instead. | 

of building’ window boxes after the usual fashion, 

.then covering them with false architraves, the frames, 

themselves are. moulded to adjust them to the sashes, 

and all casing about them, whether inside or outside, 

is dispersed with. By these means most of ‘the 

‘ordinary woodwork of the house is omitted, and the 

cost of all that material saved,—also the ‘cost of its . 

installation, painting and upkeep. With thin parti- 

tions and narrow door jambs it is convenient to use 

the continental type of doors that have the rabbet 

“on the door itself instead of on the jamb. They.are 

easier to hang, and the hardware for them costs Jess | 

and is‘better lookitig. When rabbeted doors are 

used the door, frames need be no thicker than the - 

plaster partitions; but .if the rabbet is on the jamb 

it is necessary to use slightly thicker material. 

Another :considerable econdémy may, be -practiced 

by using beamed: ceilings. Under ordinary condi- 

tions, ceilings of that sort are so troublesome to’ lay 

out and*construct that they. cost more than plaster, 

expensive. houses, 

where the chaices are ten.to one that the visible 

beams are not real.but only sham, for fear that solid 

‘heams might “check,’’—the cert: unty of a fake he- 

ing preferred to the possibility of a so-c: alled defect 

of a different sort. Experience in building Mr. 

Flagg’s houses-has, shown that a good deal may be 
saved by not concealing the beams. The cost of 

. Plans, House Design 5B 

Second Floor 
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dressing the lumber and using a little better grade 

-of material and workmanship than usual is more 

than offset’ by the saving in plaster; besides which, 

. the space between the beams is gained. The ceiling 

is formed by the underflooring of the room above ; 

upon this first covering comes a layer of, building: 

quilt, and on top of this are laid 1-inch strips of 

wood to which the upper floor is fastened. . By thus 

exposmg the cetling construction, al pl istered ceil- 

ings are elimin: ited and their cost saved, a consider- 

‘able saving in time as well as in money. 

Besides the possible economies just noted.at some 

length, still-further economies in construction can be 

carried out satisfactorily from-every point of view 

by dispensing with a cellar under the greater portion’ 

of the house; by keeping down the heights of walls, 

and by building them of “mosaic rubble,”’—laying 

the stones in wooden forms and shoveling concrete 

in behind them;—by using’ casements instead’ of 

‘ double-hung sash windows, and by employing sundry 

other devices of straightforward, candid structure. 

These devices, it is true, undermine certain strongly 

. entrenched ‘conventions and prejudices,—for ex- 

ample; the elimination of door and window casings, 

but they are sound structurally. They also affect 

design, but 1f good design and. beauty, on the one 

hand, and structural changes that make for economy 

and are often a return to old methods, on the other, 

camot be reconeiled, it, does not speak well for the 

‘vitality of modern architecture or the capability of 

_ modern architects ; arcliitecture must be practical. 
Finally, if wé make the most of all the opportuni 

Mosaic Rubble Before and After Pointing 

““House on .-the Wall,” Flegg Ridge 

“House on the Wall,” from South 

Mosaic Rubble Finished 
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Perspective and Elevation, House No. 21, 
we . Ernest Flagg, 

Flegg Ridge Estate, Dongan Hills, rm. ¥. 
Architect 

adaptation to site, 

garden planning and 

various other features illustrated in the type of small 

- hquse- under consideration, there 

“beauty, convenience and economy” cannot be 

happily and easily attained instead of submitting to 

‘the ‘expensive ugliness and flimsy, 

interesting 

arrangement of 

: ties of Cc ymposition, 

dependencies, 

is no good reason‘ 

why 

faulty construc- 

tion too often in evidence in the suburban develop-_ , 

-ments of all our large cities. 

convenience and’ economy” 

well built small house, 

Wherever “beauty, 

have been embodied in a 

results have fully justified-the 

sound business policy of such construction: 

J/:ditor’s Note. When the foregoing article, which 

briefly describes ‘some of Mr. Ernest Flagg’s 

methods of construction for a less expensive but- 

thoroughly practical fype of small house, 

mitted to Mr. 

was sub-. 

.Flagg he made these comments ; 

“That the statement of the case as presented in 

the foregoing article’ is correct, with 

It may be 

almost anyone 

of the situation will admit. 

.summed up in thése few brief: paragraphs. 

*™Under 

ability. to 

a knowledge 

present conditions, men with sufficient 

desigti a small house well can find more ~ 

and the design- 

_ing of most buildings depends on ignorance. 

“The manufacture of, many things of low cost can 

-be made profitable. by quantity production, but this 

has limited application to house design. 

profitable employment of their time, 

There is no 

satis fact ry W holesale. 

In gener; al, 

way of ‘designing houses by 

each house,, like its owner,.should have 

‘its proper individuality, be fitted to its surroundings, 

‘the. conformation of the land,’ the particular needs 

of its occupants and- be made to- meet other re- 

quirements of the situation which are individual. 

‘As ‘old: methods are incompatible with a satis- 

factory solution of the problem, I- suggest a new 

method, the result of much study and experimenta- * 

tion: It is thore fully explained in my book, ‘Small. 

Houses.’- This method is -based- on the revival .or 

_adaptation of an ancient principle to modern needs, 

. Viz.: The use of a module, | 

make this understood. 

find it very hard to 

Av great deal has been written 

hy other-persons about my way of building, but while. 

they concern themselves with minor detajls and com-. 

paratively unimportant novelties, the gist of the mat- 

ter 18 overlooked. That gist’ consists in the use of 

yw 

Luv é gy . Tying Joe m 

Tm 

; First Floor 

Plans, House No. 

WJ ervarts 

From 

21, Flagg Estate’ 

Udi l fA I 

4 Jab dU Hdd 

‘Second Floor 
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. Garden Elevation, Design for House No. 28.. Flegg Rides. Dongan Hills; N. Y. 

Ernest Flagg, Architect - 

modules or building units in combination with a 

. ‘knowledge of the élenientary: principles of design as 

explained in: my book. Thus equipped the designer 

oi small houses can make all the money he ought to, 

provided he has enough to do to keep him busy, and 

the small house.field then becomes attractive. I can 

‘pérhaps best explain this by describing my own pro- 

_ cedure when I’am engaged ‘on work: of this kind. 

“I value my time at at least one-hundred thousand ° 

_doHars a year, and if I could not make money at that 

rate when I wark, I should -be ashamed of myself. 

I find that by the use of the equipment just men- 

tioned I can’ design several ‘small houses a day, pro- 

vided I have them to do, at an average profit 

after deducting the cost of draftsmen’s time and 100 

per‘cent overhead expense, of from $100 to $500 

‘each. - The working drawings ‘consist of a single 

sheet for eack of the-houses and a set of standard de- 

‘tails, with directions for use. I charge for this work 

2% per'cent. At several times this rate | should lose 

money by using ordinary. methods. I do no super- 

vising, leaving that for the local architect. The plans,, 

details and: directions. are so’ complete that he has 

‘of proportion 

‘sciously, just as the 

little to do beyond implicitly following instructions. 

“The use of the module makes it, possible to ob- 

tain, with certainty, those simple or primary ratios , 

which the eye recognizes uncon-_ 

‘ar unconsciously recognizes 

corresponding harmonies in sounds. It was the use 

of this principle which differentiates Greek.art from 

all subsequent art. Incidentally, I hope that a good 

deal more will be known about this matter after 

[ publish a book I am now writing on the subject. ° 

sy this simple meafis beauty may be had without 

applied ornament, for the structure itself becomes 

an ornament. Its beauty consists in its form and 

outline, which are governed by the use of rules and. 

not ‘left to chance, which is often fatal to beauty. 

“The unit permits of great rapidity in the making: 

of plans; no figures ate required,-yet the exact size 

and location of everything are shown with much more 

precision and accuracy than old fashioned methods 

permit of. .The butlding unit makes pessible a huge 

réduction in the cost and difficulties of construction, 

_facilitating the accttrate laying out and execution 

-of the work, and the standardization of parts. When 

Street Elevation, House No. -28 , . | 

‘ i 
Py , a i ee 
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House Design No.-16 for the Flegg Ridge iia Dongan Hills, N. Y. 

, Ernest Flagg, Architect 

there is commensurability throughout all the work, — be recognized, ‘and when that hi appens there will’ he. 

standardized parts will fit and construction resolves 

itself to in though the de- 

signs may conditions are always | 

the 

do. 

do 

routine which, 

indefinitely, 

Same, and: the workman knows .exactly what td — 

It does for house building what Ford’s methods 

with the difference that 

in this case it is the parts which are standardized, 

and not the finished -prodyct. The -ramifications 

which grow. out of ‘the application of ‘this principle, 

both in design and’ facility and 

“economy in construction, are simply bewildering in 

Some time’ the truth of this will 

a mere, 

vary 

for automobile making, 

for improvement 

in 

. their possibilities. 

of 

.to consider 

are 

a ay rez idjustment of our ideas 6f all the arts 

f design,—at least of those applying to building.” 

The great costs of construction, and the fact that 

any’ considerable’ reduction of such costs is not to be 

expected in the near future, lend a particularly strong 

appeal to whatever tends.-to.lower building costs, 

Much can. be done to promote economy in the use 

material and iti lessening the amount * of 

It necessary, 

the-quality of constriction as 

cost,. and ta avoid’ cheap, flimsy building, 
many economies which may well be 

labor 

however, 

well as its 

but .there 

emploved. 

required for a building. is 

First Floor 

Plans, 

Another. Views, House No. 

a
r
e
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- FIRST FLQOR_ 

. LIVING ROOM ENTRANCE 

4] iy 

A™ YTHER small house which some- 

what suggests the use of the French 

style as a precedent is found in Houston, 

Tex., i ‘was completed by Briscoe & ° 

Dixon in ‘1924 for Henry-Stude, Esq, 
This aes contains 43, 400 cubic feet, and 

‘cost approximately 62 cents per foot. It 

is well-placed on a level piece of property, 

with the first floor practically on a level 

‘with the grade. At one end of the house . 

and connected wath it by a masonry wal] 

is a‘latge garage of interesting -design. 

High casement windows on the first story 

indicate the location of the living room, 

at the side of, which is an entrance hall 

with a dining room at the rear. The liv- 

ing room and the servants’ porch are, un- 

‘fortunately, not shown in, ary Of the’ 

illustrations, but are interesting and un- 

‘ysual in design, and add much to--the’ 

quaint-charm ‘of .this‘simple house. Car- 

rying down ‘the slope, of the main roof 

over the entrance porch produces a pleas- 

ant note in contrast withthe high stair- 

case gable beside it, in which js a tall 

mullioned window. The French charac- 

ter of the, design could have been more 

‘fully indicated had casement windows in-’ 

stead of double-hung been used through-. 

out the house. Two'tall chimneys help to . 

give bak ance aric l che iracter to the design. 

ENTRANCE PORTICO 
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FIRST FLOOR , 

- Beproom 
os- ae 

Beoroom 
~ 40 wo 

SECOND FLOOR - 

N Cleveland, Bloodgood “Tuttle, Architect, has 

‘built for W. C. Coit, Esq:, a -house of unusual 

design. 

bined with a very massive doyble brick chimney, ° 

painted white, give the house a, remarkably piquant 

and fanciful expression. -Brick has been used for-a 

high base course and the entrance door gable as well 

as for the massive chimney. 

shows unusual originality and imagination, however 

much it may suggest to some people recent examples 

of domestic architecture in the suburbs of Berlin-or 

Vienna. Originality in design is most welcome in 

these days of the close following -of precedent. The 

interiors of the Coit house are simple and homelike. 

The paneled living room, recessed bookshelves, and 

spacious, tile-faced fireplace all indicate refinement 

and good taste. The plan of the house is less un- 

LIVING. ROOM 

Its high peaked gables and steep roofs com-’ 

The design certainly , 

-variscolored shingles. 

usual’ than the exteriof would suggest, but neces- 

sarily somewhat irregular. A living room, 14 by 20, 

is at the right of the entrance hall, and the dining 

room is at the left... A breakfast room or’ ‘‘servery”™ *’ 

takes the place -of- the typical pantry ‘between the 

dining: room and kitchen. At the rear of thie. housé 

on the first floar is a wide terrace opening off the - 

living room. The .plan.of the second floor shows’ 

three rooms and a bath, with many large closets and: 

- a stair. hall well lighted by a- large window -at.the 

Much of the charm’ of the exterior of, the’ 

house is due to the combination of white painted: 

rear. 

brick and siding, in contrast.to which the window’ 

frames are a bottle blue, and the rqof is covered .with 

The projecting. brick base 

course, extending to the window Sills, ties the house 

to the grotind in a solid and. substantial manner, . 

way mu 

” 

* DINING ROOM’ 
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SMALL house .of tntsual interést and pie- 

turesque: quality is this at, Wmnetka, Ill. A A 

“very high and steep shingled roof, casement, win- 

dows and many roof dormers give a dignity, French 

ny character, to the design, which is further height- 

ened by the « haracter and jocatron of the small garage 

which is connected with the hotise hy a high brick 

wall. formine one‘ side of a small forecourt. 

brick walls, painted white, and the projecting _ ell- 

trance porch with its arched doorway and urn finials, 

are charac teristically french ‘The brickwork of the 

first. story is laid up at-the’ four corners as project- 

ing quoins; ‘emphasizing. and strengthening the 

corners of, the house.” “Painting all the brickwork 

white,—-éven the lofty brick chimneys,- further em 

ENTRANCE GATEWAY 

The- 

place. 

SECOND FLOOR 

phasizes the ‘French. character of the house, which 

is both ‘appropriate ‘and suitable to its: woodland - 

location. In-plan this house is quite as interesting 

as in elevation. - Almost square in shape, the ar- 

rangement ofthe various rooms js as practical as it. 

is unusual. . An oblong entrance hall connects the 

living rooni and dining room, which are at opposite 

‘corners’ of the house.: .The.stairway 1s attractively 

reached through .an archway opening into the en- 

trance hall. Back of the living roain is a Itbrary, in - 

which room it seems father ‘a pity that a .corner 

fireplace is not inchuded, as -it could easily be. con- 

: nected. with the chimney, of the living room fire- 

58,000 is the approximate cubic footage .of 

this house, which cost 54 cents per faot-in May, 1922. - 

ENTRANCE FACADE 
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OCALE OF FEET . 
. 2 10, 15 20 25° 

SECOND FLOOR 

AINTED brick has ‘been used ‘in this adapta- 

L ‘tion-of French architecture. The owner, the 

architect himself, has secured’ a pleasing result, not- 

withstanding use of the skintled brick and extra large 

roof.shingles, neither of which is-tsually associated: - 

with French refinement of. detail... The exterior is 

pleasing, perhaps because of its consisténcy, which 

is broken- only by the dormer treated in half-tim- 

bered stuce . 

are inserted near the house top.. The entrance-vesti- | 

MAIN FACADE 

‘all of ample sizes.: 

Oval lights, very -French in feeling,. 

bule opens into the living room,’ which with the 

dining r om makes one ‘large room across the entire | 

front of the house.- The kitchen back of the dining 

room and the ‘garage complete thé L -shape of the 

building. Upstairs the three bedrooms and bath are. 

Costing 40 cénts per foot, this, 

46.000-cubic foot house’ has redwood roof shingles, . 

-oak floors, gum ‘trim, rough plaster walls: and full 

beatned ceilings, these ceilings aiding materially in . 

giving definite expression to thé house. ° 

DINING ROOM . 
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HOUSE OF C. BLESCH, ESQ.; COLUMBUS, O. 

-MILLER. & REEVES, ARCHITECTS 
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SCALE OF FEET - . 

O° 5 10 15 20 «6-23 
FIRST FLOOR 

CIMPLE adaptations of the 

formal French type of house 

are found. more and more fre- 

quently among the latest ‘small 

house designs. In Columbus, ©., 

Miller & Reeves lave recently, 

completed for C. Blesch, Esq., an’ 

interesting small house suggest- 

‘ing in its smooth plaster wall sur- 

faces; its dentil cornice and ‘its 

high hip reof many of the small 

formal houses found in Ver- 

‘sailles and other -suburbs of 

Paris.: Considerable: originality 

has been successfully employed 

in working out the ‘details, such 

as the -slightly arched entrance 

door, the heavy .wood balusters 

over the window of the lavatory, 

and -the paved entrance térrace 

with its stnall painted gates. The 

first floor plan consists of an en 

trance stair hall, a large irregular 

shaped liying room, and a 

kitchén. The second Hoor, stair 

hall is well lighted by.a ddrmer 

window ‘which comes , directly 

over the entrance door. his win 

dow does not improve the front 

elevation Of the house, but it 1s 

‘indispensable as a meaiis of light . 

ing the second flopr. stair. hall.’ 

(he use. of ¢aseinents for .the 

second floor windows as well as 

for the first would have given 

gfeater consistency to the design. 

rhis house contains 25,000 cubic’ 

feet, and was ‘built in 1923 at a 

‘cost of about 40 cents per foot 

BED ROOM 
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THIRD FLOOR 

ENTRANCE 

‘F115 mottled slate r6of adds much to the artistic 

effect of this stucco-covered house, which some- 

whiat: Suggests French precedent.-, Built : in the 

suburbs of Baltimore a year or two ago by Palmer, 

Willis & Lamdin, it is ari excellent ‘type of suburban 

small house. The cut: stone, used around. the. en- 

trance door and-in the’ projecting wall which con- . 

cealS the sérvice court; ‘is in. pleasant. contrast to 

the. rough-finished stucco walls: , The | stonework 

itself is sufficiently’ rough in character ‘to harmonize 

. perfectly with ‘the rest of the design. As casement 

windows are used in‘ the: dormers. and the: large’ 

stairway wradow, it is. rather to be regretted that 

complete consistency in the design could not have 

been obtained by their use in the other windows .6f 

the house. Very small windows used to’ light’ the’ 

servants’ stairway on one side of the entrance door 

and the. first and second flo6r toilet rooms on the 

other side of the.main stair hall are a. not unat- 

tractive feature of the design of the front ‘elevation ; 

they tend rather to give scale to the larger and more 

‘umportant windows. The octagonal window with its ° 

heavy trim gives.the needed note of formality to 
1 

the gable over the entrancé door: This window ’ 

serves to light the upper landing of the main. stair- 

‘way. - The first floor is conveniently arranged -with 

-a coat ‘room, lavatory’and corner study at the front 

of the house, and a large living room, living porch 

and dinitig room at the rear. Qne of ‘these illustra- 

tions indicates the clever way in which the sleeping . 

porch has been made an integral part of the design 

of the house through the use of coinciding roof 

slopes. The high steep roof of this housé makes pos- 

sible additional rooms of’ excellent size on the third, 

‘floor, which are reached by the servants’ stairway. 

SIDE PORCH 
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FIRST FLOOR 

A Colorado Springs,*H. Watts Johnson, Archi- 

tect, completed a year ago a‘house of bold and 

interesting design, which ‘suggests -the Swiss chalet 

n its massiveness Gf construction ‘and’ its second- 

‘story baleony, over which one ‘side of the high hip 

roof slopes: Natural field stone: varying in color 

and texture has been. itsed- for the exterior walk. 

Heavy piers and brackets of stone support the re- 

-nforced concrete .and stone balcony across. the - 

front. ‘The’ plan of the .first story shows a simple 

arrangement of an’ oblong living room with dining ~ 

room and_ kitchen at the rear. The stonework of 

the house js extended out through-a short wall with 

a gate to a Stone garage, which in reality is located 

at right angles to the-axis of-the main house instead 

of being parallel with it, as is shown‘on the plan. Thx 

.END ELEVATION 

.of this house cost 36 cents per ‘foot. 

SECOND FLOOR - 

“advantage of this change .in location of the gdrage 

-is found in the added accessibility derived from this 

- arrangement: The one large: center: chimney of the 

house is so located to serve for the furnace in the 

basement, for .the -kitchen. range and for the large 

fireplace in the*living room. Thé principal view is 

‘from the living room side 6f the house. On the rear 

the hip roaf extends down over the first story, which 

is of stone like the other three sides of the house. A 

‘shallow concrete terrace completes the design of the 

front of the house. Excluding the garage and wall. 

which cost $750 _additional, the 35,390 cubic feet ° 

‘The second’ , 

floor of the house -contains three bedrooms; a 

bathroom and: two sleeping porches. “All the - bed-..- 

rooms open upon the‘narrow balcany across the front 

SERVICE ENTRANCE. 
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1° this residence on the outskirts of New York, a 

happy combination of simple details has produced 

a delightful result. Despite the perfectly square plan 

and symmetrical arrangement of doorways and win- 

The 

elaborate ornamentation 

which would undoubtedly have detracted materially 

from the clear, clean simplicity constituting the most 

admirable feature of this house. 

dows, unusual charm is expressed. architect 

has studiously avoided 

Set on the edge of 

a thick wood, the building stands out sharply against o% 

its darker background. Im arrangement of rooms 

the straightforward attention to securing maximum 

ENTRANCE FACADE 

SECOND FLOOR | 

space, combined’ with ease of c wnimunication is. to be 

highly, commended. Dining room and large living 

room are to left and right of the entrance hall, with. 

adequate dotibleé doorways. Behind the dining room 

a dining alcove is provided for use for the mare ‘in- 

formal meals. The kitchen, to the rear of the dining 

aleove, is lighted by one small window and. one of 

A large porch back of the.living 

room gives a pleasant view into the woods: On the. 

extra large. size. 

‘second floor, four large light and airy bedrooms. are. 

capably served by two baths and five large -closets. 

A stairway leads from this floor to the garret. 

. ‘MAIN ENTRANCE 



Small: Italian and 1 Spanish Houses as a Basis of Design 

By WILLIAM LAW RENCE, BOTTOMLEY 

HE small houses. of both. Italy. and Spain 

average American is usually quick to succumb. 

They all display strongly marked characteristics and. 

individu lity, and nearly all of them have very dis- 

tinct picturesque value as well. 

outwardly to 

‘engaging curiosity 

In other words, they 

are prepossessing é 

stimulate -to, 

reveal. * Furthermore, the ques- 

tion immediately occurs to’ the enthusiastic admirer, 

“Why'can we net have houses like 

ica?’ We can have very mtich this sort, 

like, and we are having some of them. 

W hile fully admitting the great charm of the small 

_Italian or. Spanish house, 

not 

i degree, 

exteriors. 

their interiors 

what as 

may 

these in. A\mer- 

houses ot 

we 

‘and conceding’ that it 

features from whith we can 

gather suggestions that may-be embodied in. the de- 

sign Of the small house in 

possesses a few 

America, 

‘that we should’ understand very clearly at the ‘outset 

exactly what and lt6w much we can or cannot expect 

to derive from our study of the subject that will have 

-any “practical value for when come to 

expressing ideas in alii ie procurable materials. 

[he Spanish house of a certain type, 

Mission house, 

here we 

the Spanish 

may be said to be indigenous to Cali- 

fornia and the neighboring parts of the southwest, 

well as to certain parts of Florida. It was the 

of house built in those places when the country was 

first conquered and settled by white ‘men. 

itself suitable and adequate, to local conditions, 

it its held. Indeed, at 

present writing its: popularity decidedly in 

ascendant in -( Florida alike, 

Sort 

and 

the 

the 

has 

has: akbways maintained 

is 

‘alifornia and and 

_ been: for some years past. It has proved its worth; 

“possess a powerful attraction to which the 

and their 

centuries 

it is jtist as well. 

it has won a firmly established position ; it is a known 

quantity ; and we are in no doubt about what we can 

‘confidently expect of it when the type is adopted. 

This is not at all the case, however, with the smalt 

Italian house in any of its forms, nor with other ° 

types of the Spanish house. We have no such long 

standing familiarity with them as local factors for 

past m American domestic architecture. 

Although a number of professedly Italian and Span- 

ish houses of various types have been built in differ 

ent parts of the country in recent years, architecture 

of this description may be said to be still in a rela- 

tively.experimental stage. Not a few of these houses 

have been virtually reproductions of Italian or Span 

ish prototypes. . Others, 

have been exact replicas, 

1] might just wel 

so punctiliously has even 

again, as 

the smallest detail beein copied from some authentic 

model. There has not yet been sufficient time for 

these comparatively new factors, as adaptations, to 

become completely .assimi‘ated into the composite of 

common usage and form a homogeneous element of 

approved and constant strain. Besides, these houses 

‘of Italian and Spanish parentage have been derived 

It pre ved ‘ 

from precedents that cannot by any means be classed 

as-examples of small domestic architecture,’and here 

we wish to to small house 

siderations, these being our present limitations. 

The type of Spanish or Italian building that offers. 

in the way of possibilities for adaptation to 

‘XYmerican small house needs is the peasant dwelling 

lesser farmhouse,—the casa colonia of Italy 

in of which innumerable 

amples, in the greatest diversity of stvle, 

confine ourselves con- 

most 

and: 

its analogue Spain, ex 

to be: 

Ital 

are 

found throughout the length and breadth of the 

Half- timber House and Mill Outside | 

185. 

the Walls of Cordova 
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Outside Stairway, Garden of the Casa de las Duennas 
Seville 
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‘years’ or more: 

es of Morris L. Cocke, Eee. Center Bridge, Pa. 

William Lawrence Bottomley, Architect 
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ian and Iberian peninsulas. ‘The. Italian types that 

most commend themselves to study are those which . 

occur -from the vicinity of Rome northward; those 

of.southerri Italy are picturesque enough, but they 

- yield comparatively little that can. be turned to ad- 

‘vantageous use in America under different: conditions. 

The Campagna and the Sabine |} lills atford.a num- 

ber of fascinating variations, nearly. all of them more 

or less medizeval in character.“for, despite the ‘uni- 

versal introduction. of: electricity for lighting pur- 

poses and an’ occasional feeble attempt at modern 

plumbing in some ef. the towns, the -daily’ living 

conditions: of the peasants have changed but little 

_since the middle. ages. or, at any rate, since the Renais-: 

sance.’ The Italian peasant is an exceedingly. con- 

servative person, and. farming -operations, today are 

carriéd:-on as they have been for the past thousand 

What sufficed .in the middle ages or 

in the Renaissance period to shelter the farmer’s er 

the peasant’s family and domestic animals answers 

just’as well today. ‘Indeed, many of the buildings 

date from thdse times, and have experienced little 

or no change beyond trifling repairs, during centuries. 

‘Much the same: may be said of the peasant’s cot- 

tages and farmhouses in Tuscany and Umbria; al- 

most every one of them is rich in suggestive value. 
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Again, the towered farmhouses of the Romagna,. 

wliich, ctiriously enough, seenr to be altogether: un- 

known outside ef Italy and unnoticed even there, are - 

peculiarly.attractive. So, too, are some of the peas- 

ant dwellings in the, Veneto, where, now and again, 

a-thatched and white walled cottage, not unlike some 

of the Surréy cottages, is to be met with. The smal! 

_houses-of the Trentino, likewise, and, those-of Li ym- 

bardy, Piedmont and Liguria, all of them ‘plainly 

bearing the local stamps of their several districts, 

furnish a rich. reward ‘to the student of architecture. 

- Despite the ‘strongly marked local characteristics 

that ditferentiate the peasant houses of one Italian 

‘province from those of another, they all ‘have cer- 

..tain features or, rather, certain qualities in common 

‘which make it possible for our immediate purpose .to 

veneralize about them. ‘All of them, almost without: 

exception, have a definitely picturesque value. All 

of them are exceedingly simple in organization. The 

simplicity, moreover, is not due to sophisticated 

elimination ‘and the exercise of’ studied restraint, but 

to untutored artlessness. Hence there is very genuine 

spontaneity. -There is a noticeable absence of detail, 

the charnr lying in: composition and visible, -convine- 

ing construction. Thien, too, there is always a frank, Entrance, Garden Side 

straightforward use of materials, with agreeable : 

Garden Facade, House of Morris L. Cooke, Esq. 

William Lawrence Bottomley, Architect 
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-GARDEN FACADE, HOUSE OF FRED J. MILLER, ESQ., CENTER BRIDGE, PA 

WILLIAM LAWRENCE BOTTOMLEY, ARCHITECT 
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contrasts in texture and color. Fixity of ste is no 

more dreamed of than is uniformity of composition ; { 

the detérmining factors of plan and elevation are site, 

exposure’ and suitability - for individual needs. In 

brief, thé ancient dwelling of the Italian peasant very 

faithfully reflects certain traits of’ its builder and. 

occupant. The Htalian is conspicuous for his hard- 

headed common sense and directness of purpose. He 

is a stern realist, not an idealist.’ He has an appre-. 

ciation of beauty, but he is not, imaginative. Never- 

theless, ‘if left to himself, he can and usually does 

EXpress . his. realism in a very ideal, way, just as .the 

oll primitive painters did. It. is part of his nature. 

The Italian peasant house, then, makes its appeal 

to us through its austere simplicity, its ditectness, its ° 

flexibility to suit conditions of site and.exposure, its 

.. contrasts of material, texture and_ color, .and its 

sturdy straightforwardness in the use of’ materials 

and mannér of construction; all of which are iinpor- 

tant elements in the picturesque value ‘we so admire. 

It is well to remember, too,.that as, soon as ainy of 

_thése characteristics is lessened or obscured by too 

much polishing or refining in’ the: process of adapta- 

tion, the charm disappears. Don’t. attempt to use a 

thin wall where the peasant wall would be thick, 

smooth texture where the peasant texture would ‘hg 

rough, or a sawn timber where the peasant timbér 

would be merely the unhewn: trunk or branch of a 

tree with the bark femoved.’ To do’ so will produce 

“pasteboard” architecture and stage scenery. The 

fustian qualities must be preserved in method if the 

charm is to be kept, and this charm .is easily lost.’ 

In the matter of plan the -Italian. peasant house’ 

has little or nothing to teach us. The ground floor 

‘is usually given over mainly to the storage of grain 

and housing the farm animals, while the kitchen, 

which is ordinarily the living room as well, time and 

again has no outer door and is entered through the 

stable, where bipeds and quadrupeds live on terms 

of friendly familiarity. There may be ar inside stair 

to the upper floor,: where members of the ‘family 

. sleep and store still more grain, or access-may be. 

only by outside steps. In spite of these peculiarities 

of arrangement, however, the Italian peasant house 

offers amazing possibilities of remodeling: and con- 

version to a more polite fashiom of living. Plenty of 

such remodeling has been done successfully in Italy. 

What has been said of the Italiati peasant housé 

applies quite as well to the analogous types in. Spain. 

In certain cases, the elements of aisterity and sharp 

contrast ‘are even intensified; the clement of variety 

in’ composition remains about thé same, for provin- 

_cial characteristics are no less distinctly differentiated 

than. in Italy. ‘The Andalusian type, the type from - 

which the Spanish Mission style familiar in Cali- 

fornia and the southwest was immediately ‘derived, 

is noticeably different in appearance from the granite 

farmhouses of Se govia and Estremadura, the stone - 

and stucco small manors and farmsteads of Catalonia 

with their open galleries or. loggias at the tops, their 

frequently gabled compositions and their traces of 

4othic enrichment, .the half- timber dwellings to be 

found in old Castileé, ‘the more genial .forms that - 

occur in the island of Majorca, or the galleriéd stone - 

farmhouses with low roofs in‘ the Basque provinces. 

- It is necessary here to add a word about the ‘ suit: 

ability of ‘Italian and, Spanish types ‘for adaptation 

to the’ small house .in Ame rica. -Many péople have- 

the feeling’ that Italian and Spanish forms are ap-.. 

propriate otily in sunny, ‘southern regions such as 

California or Florida. This conception is probably 

due to the. fact that ntost people have seen them in 

‘their native, environment only in warm weather, and 

hence assqciate them with blinding sun. and -wither- 

ing heat. As-a matter of fact, not-a few of the 

Italian and Spanish districts where these types. are 

‘found have bitterly cold and inclement .winters, far 

niore severe than those in many parts of America 

where their architectural suitability .is quéstioned. 

Strange as. it .may seem, theré are mountain sides 

from Pennsylvania,to Vermont where: climatic coti-’ 

-ditions are paralleled by or even milder than the con- 

ditions ‘in parts of Italy and, Spain where some of 

the most: engaging types of peasant house are found.. 

The secret of suitability lies rather in analogies 6f 

site; exposure and vegetation.. Italian’ and Spanish ; 

peasant and farmhouse types were in large measuré, 

born of, the physical conditions of their surround- 

ings, and where there is a reasonably close approx’ 

imation to those conditions’ ‘the -types are suitable. 

In adapting Italian and Spanish farmhouse types 

to the American small house, it is necessary, in some 

degree at least, to reverse the usual course of pro- 

‘cédure and to work from the elevation to the plan. 

adjusting the main features of the interior schéme™ 

to the character-of the outer shell, just as one has 

to do with much alteration work. This is not, of 

‘course, an absolute and ‘unqualified .demand, ‘subor- 

-dinating everything else to considerations of external 

and pictorial effect, but it does mean that the genetal 

conception must begin with the elevations and a 

‘mental picture of the type to be adapted, and that 

ingenuity in planning the interior will then get its di- 

rection froni the mode of composition décided upon: 

The greatest danger attending, the adaptation of: 

Italian and Spafish peasant types to the American 

small house lies in. overdoing the effort and outdo- 

‘ing the prototype. _We must beware of running to 

extremes and of becoming too much enamored of , 

‘ pictorial effects, The: ‘present type affords a “splendid 

. basis to work upon, so long as we are guided by rea- 

son; if, we ‘vield to rampant idealism, it can’soon ¢«e- 

generate into an inconvenient piéce of stage scenety. 

We ought not to complicate. the result of our adapta: 

tions with too much nice and meticulotis detail or by 

the. introduction of too: many “fez itures.” Whatever: 

the teriptation may be, it is a grave mistake to ex xalt 

some special or uiusual decorative incident to undue . 

prominence, making everything -else play, ‘up. to it. 

‘It. kills that rugged simplicity; which is the essential - 

and fundamental charm of the originals, and is very 

much like-eating the icing and.leaving the cake. 
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- “Bungalows” in the Spanish: and Tesdicws Style 

By REXFORD NEWCOMB 

Professor of Architecture, U niversity of Illinois 

HE term “bungalow,” 

frony far-off. “India’s coral strand” to desig- 

nate a more or less ephemeral type of .smiill 

frame house constructed upon our Pacific coast, has, 

as time has- progressed, been stretched: to cover the 

various types of structure that,.in good old Anglo- 

Saxon, are known by the simple name of “cottage.” 

This popular use of the term, a use which, be | it: 

‘said, has. not been generally adopted by the-‘pro- 

‘fession, has become very widespread, with the re- 

sult that such terms.as “Spanish bungalow” or “‘Ital- 

ian .bungalow” and- indeed :even “Spanish bungalow 

courts” are commonly used in popular architectural 

This brief explanation of his 

concession to a popular usage the writer feels it is - 

necessary to make at the outset, lest he be accused 

of dragging into formal company a term that, in 

some: quarters at least, seems .to mean “all things to 

all men”. and has therefore ‘little definiteness of 

meaning. -Careless use has destroyed its utility. 

But the sinall house, whether we call it.a “cottage” 

-or a “bungalow,” is a type eminently necessary and 

therefore worthy of the archifect’s notice and artistic 

‘attention. The .writer; who is. nat Statistically in- 

‘clined, is not familiar -with the percentage of our: 

population which lives in houses of seven rooms or 

less, but he is convinced that that percentage is very 

high, and thus it would seem that, if the art .of the 

architect is to touch the great bulk of our: peop!le 

intimately, some very sane consideration and deliber- 

ate attention must be given to the small house prob- 

lem: -Here exists an opportunity, for giving service. 

‘which was imported ° 

‘itself. In other words, 

Our country is a far-flung sisterhood of states, the 

historic backgrounds and ethnic relationships of which 

are, to say nothing of the wide geographical dis 

‘tribution, varying geological and topographical con 

‘figurations and extreme ranges of climate, marvel-- 

ously different one from another. As the architec 

tural student leaves the valley of the Po and makes 

his way into the valley of the Arno in Italy, he is 

constantly confronted with a changing anorama ot 

architectural expfession that faithfully mirrors the 

_ changes in the territory over which it spreads itself. 

This ‘kaleidoscopic change -in architectural expres 

sion that accompanies geographical translation he « 

lights in and holds to‘be just, logical and natural 

Strange to say, however, when he returns home li 

seems to see no inconsistency in the fact that small 

houses in Pittsburgh look very much like small 

houses’ in Keokuk. This similarity of type and 

duplication of form has to the writer always seemed 

extremely inconsistent, and it appears more so as 

one studies the varying composition of our people 

and the diverging aspects of their environment. 

‘In view-of these tremendous differences it would 

seem that, instead of asking the native of Ohio to. 

live in a house similar significance and form to 

one reflective of life in Kansas, we should seek, even 

in. our smallest architectural essay, to develop the 

“local color” of the region in which that essay finds 

would seem that, in the 

light of history, we are at cross purposes with nat- 

ural and logical folk expression when we seek to 

force in any situation a form that is exotic or mean 

o AMS ities tee 

Adobe House, Walriut Park, Lee Angeles 

Victor Girard, Designer 
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ingless. Instead of leveling the architectural and 

artistic differences of our yarious sections, we’ should 

use every means to enhance .the character and di 

velop .the phases in’ which the particular. form in 

hand varies from all- others. In so doing our great 

country would in- time present .a variety and wealth 

of ‘architectural expression, the like of ‘which thi 

world has never seen, impossible in. another’ land 

With 

that qur sunny. Mediterranean types, ‘of 

these introductory remarks, it would seem 

which the 

Spanish and Italian‘are part-and, parcel, -would ap-: 

._pear exotic 1m many sections of our land. 

‘exactly true, and nothing could be more’ ridiculous 
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-side the narrow area of the original: states. 

[his 1s. 

March, 1926 

Window Grille 

Details, Adobe House ‘at ‘Walnut Park, Los Angeles 

than a Spanish jhacienda upon the bleak prairies of 

lowa or Dakota. But there’are many sections of our 

land vast area in fact—where climatic affinities and . 

‘historic background bespeak just such an architec 

tural expression,—parts of the South and the West 

_ Those of us who gained our knowledge of Amer- 

ican history from the typical-grammar school text 

books of a third of a century ago know really very 

little concerning the peopling of Our country out 

That 

Florida, the Gulf Louisiana and the lower 

‘Mississippi’ valley, to say nothing of -Texas.. New 

coast, 

Mexico, Arizona, California and parts Of Nevada, 

House at Flintridge, .Pasadena 

Myron Hunt, Architect 
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Gable, House in Los Angeles 
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Patio; House at Walnut Park 

Details of Twe Small California. Houses 

Utah and Colorado, were.at- one time parts .of .the’ 

vast, world-flung domain of the Spanish kings is not 

‘well’ known or, if known, little remembered. To, all. 

this: vast area architectural. forms -.of Spanish origin - 

or of related styles appear wonderfully adapted, and 

‘within recent years they have been sotight ‘out as 1n- 

spiration by the more thoughtful practitioners in 

these states. This type of house, in every way: so 

expressive of the setting, has, particularly -in Calli- 

fornia and- Florida, been so ‘well adapted to moderii 

American: living conditions that it has well-nigh be- 

come the universal vérnacular. Thus. has California, 

as more recently has Florida, ‘capitalized. upon her: 

history, romance and lore;. with the result that her 

architecture speaks more eloquently of her co'orful 

past and glorious present than does any other phase 

What California 

New 

of her artistic expression. has 

done, what. Florida, Texas and Mexico ‘are . 

‘<loing, and what the architects of Pennsylvania have 

done for the staunch old Quaker and “Dutch” types 

-of their state, a well informed and artistically in 

clined profession may do for its respective area 

Nor must one be misled into believing that Span 

-ish types of. similar form are adaptable to the whole: 

“Spanish area,” for 

this is not true. California, with its wide range of 

of the ‘just named extensive 

House of W. P. Warrington, Esq., Ojai, Calif. 

Robert B. Stacy-Judd, Architect 
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HOUSE IN HOLLYWOop, CALIF. 
MEAD. P. REQUA, ARCHITECT’ | 
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‘ GARDEN OF A HOUSE IN PASADENA 

FLORENCE YOCH, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT 

. 

A HOUSE IN THE OJAI VALLEY, CALIF. 

ROBERT B. STACY-JUDD, ARCHITECT 
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House at Albuquerque, N. M. 

E. C. Moftgan, Architect 

climate, its Mission history, its peculiar ‘coast situa- 

tion and its variety of flora, will accept: forms that 

Here the 

a wonderfully 

would not appear at all well in Santa Fe. 

simplest of forms are enhanced by 

clear and. vibrant atmosphere and the deep purple 

shadows induced by a vivid white sunshine. thus 

making unnecessary the elaborate forms and detail 

cal'ed tor by Jéss brilliantly lighted Iandseapes. This 

Interior, House at Santa Fe 

fundamental simplicity’ of the architectural - forms 

makes it possible to develop a ‘delightfully varied. 

small -house ‘architecture with the fewest of expe-- 

dients. In this- California has an artistic 

handicap over her ‘less favored neighbors, and Calt- 

respect 

fornian architects have given us‘most delightful ex 

amples: expressed with-a restraint, that is as frugal’, 

straightforward, honest and craftsmanlike as the olxl 

Living Room at No.. Hollywood, Calif. ° 
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House at No. Hollywood, Calif. 

Robert B. Stacy.Judd; Architect 

Miss‘ons,,the simple forms of whieh to this day make 

such ‘Stunning pictures under California’s bright sun. 

‘“Fhe: forms of Arizona, on the other hand, are 

_ allied more.closely to the Sonoran types of northern 

‘Mexico and partake of a large amount of “‘desert” 

feeling. Heré the early. Spanish domestic types, un- 

like the Californian work which presents widely 

‘+ projecting roofs cavered with vari-colored, hand- 

Reception Room, Art Museum, Santa Fe 

made Spanish tiles, were flat roofed, and thus con 

trast with the churches which show low domes or 

tunnel vaults, features which, as a matter of fact. 

figure very little in the perspective. \gain, the houses 

contrast markedly with the churches in that they are 

eminently plain in detail, while the churches, lik 

San Xavier del Bac, a fine old Franciscan structure 

near Tucson, present, fachadas more or less elabo 

. Interior, House of Carlos Vierra, Esq., Santa Fe: 
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Patio, Estudillo House, 

‘rately modeled and ‘‘polychromed.” - The “desert”, 

quality of ‘many Arizona situations would prompt 

the architect to seek in Algerian, Moroccan or other 

desert. types inspiration for -his work in that district. 

At Santa Fe and in-New Mexico generally we find 

‘an entirely different architectiiral expression. Here 

the Conquistadors found a sedentary Indian popula- 

tion which had already developed ‘an., expressive 

native architecture. This ‘many-terraced type, fine 

examples of which are still-to, be seen at Taos, 

A Corner in a Patio 

ARCHITECTURAL FORUM. 

“Old Town,"’. San Diego 

- power houses, business buildings and ‘clubs. | 5 

March, 1926 

é Te | laguna, San Ildefonso 

: . ~e" “and other places, generally 

<< . - passes. under the name: 

' . “pueblo.” When the Span- 

iards’ employed these In- - 

‘dians to build structures 

with European ‘plans aml 

utilities the materials . 

and upon the lines of, the 

native work, there re-— 

sulted a new type’ half- 

Spanish, half+pucblo, -the 

like of which has been no-. 

‘where else developed. This 

type, often ‘spoken of as 

the work “the’ Santa’ 

Ke school,” and eminently 

ot 

expressive of. ‘the’ ethnic. . 

backgrounds and ‘geolog 

‘of . New: 

been ‘mucli 

ical - formation’ 

Mexico, -has 

used at Albuquerque, Santa Fe and- elsewhere in the 

state, with the result that the manner. now embraces, 

in addition to. “bungalows,” structures as-varied as 

churches and’ theaters, hospitals, and ‘museums, 

schools, the University of New Mexico, warehouses, 

Vhus.. 

again, this region is capitalizing upon its .heritage 

‘with fine artistic. and historically interesting results 

The many divisions of this great Spanish domain 

- present a variety of characteristics that'must be taken 

A Patio at Santa Barbara 
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tito consideration by the. 

architect ‘who proposes to 

design work in the Span- , 

ish manner.’ But, by rely- 

ing upon the early _local 

expression in each locality 

.. and by the judicious selec- 

‘tion of ‘forms from the 

varied parent “styles of 

Spain and Mexico, the 

architect of our time may 

find a grammar sufficiently 

broad = to. -mirror every 

phase of life as it ex- 

‘presses itself in these va- 

rious states and climates. 

‘The threads that weave 

themselves. into that archi- 
“ . _s - ee tent . Pgs ‘ 

tectural fabric which we ” 

call “Spanish” £0 back i So Le Spanish Type House, Santa Barbara 

history a good many cen- . 

turies. Based: assuredy upon the round-arched, woof, drawn from so many sources, received 

rliythmic forms of Roman Spain, this expression, as Spain a color. and spirit that indelibly stamped it 

it came down through history, received the colorful with. that: quality that we have for centuries .now 

Oriental threads of the north African Moor, the called -‘‘Spanish.” Imported into the New World 

staunch monk's clothof the Burgundian Cluniaes, re with the coming of the //idalgos to our shores, this 

flected in tapestried picture the curved gables and work of old Spain was modified in Mexico by th 

pierced belfries of Holland, the’ délicate, decorativé. influence of the ‘Aztecs and other splendid barbari: 

Gothi¢ lacework of Francé and Germany, and fin- peoples, giving us a ‘style far more varied than it 

ished ‘with the broad, golden fringe. of the Italian “had been in the homeland. Especially was this tru 

Renaissance. " This wonderfully varied warp and as regards the use of colorful. ceramic tiles upon 

“vw ¥ 
j wf, ? % 

| Adobe House, Walnut Park, Los Angeles 

Victor Girard, Designer 
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fachadas, yaults and domes.’ Extending wnaitiaiit 

and meeting -special conditions in each-of our Amer- 

t spread, this age-old Spanish- 

Mexican stylé was in e ach situation modified to: give 

ican states .to which 1 

us the varied local expressions already enumerated. 

Thus the Spanish-Colonial, because’ of its peculiar 

and its 

variety: of 

parentage, its wide travels ranging climatic 

_ exposures, presents a characteristics the 

like of which perhaps no modern style embraces 

Most architects are familiar with the career in 

our country of that -other sun-begotten style—the 

used in 

1893. 

and 

much 

I’xposition of 

Italian Renaissance—so the United 

States since the Used first for 

monumental architecture 

vernacular. for 

eventually. - ds the 

work, particularly 

has given us little 

types, 

large ‘ residential. 

for country residences, 

way of small house though in recent 

‘But the 

part of 

vears 

‘there has been a tendency in this direction. 

settle any 

domain, and consequently the Italian has 

Italians did net conquer’ or our 

peared in -the guise of ‘a borrowed style, 

beautifully it has, in 

American conditions. 

some -cases, "been adapted to 

_ Therefore it has had _ little 

part in influencing what forms the great body of -our 

residential type—the highly important 

Called upon to do “Spanish” 

small’ he use. 

work, many of our 

men versed in the Italian unconsciously allowed the 

Italian to modify their less well understood Spanish- 

forms, so that something that was- neither .Spanish +: 

nor Italian resulted. 

indeed, 

But this was only natural and, 

fact, we are neither Spaniards nor 

and the work in California, Florida, Ari- 

-zona or Texas would contribute little were it simply 

"As a matter of 

Italians, 

archeological parrot phrases‘of these Old World _ 

works. By this curious accident of artistic history 

in our own land, again the Italian meets the Span- 

ish, just as-it did under the influence of the Renz uS- 

sance of Old Spain several centuries earlier: : 

between the 

north African 

Recognizing’ the 

‘Italian 

affinities 

and: indeed, even work, an 

affinity most certainly testified to by the varying ele- 

ments of our own Spanish Colonial, there has been, 

~eree ewe er 
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styles, 

in the’ 

always’ ap-- 

however 

not. as ridiculous as it might .at first seem.., 

Sparisli,; 

March, 1926 ° 

further to mix the elements of 

and many 

inspiration and 

various types. 

a seniticbieg these 

of our architects, seeking. a wider 

virtuosity, of expression than the 

of, our Spanish.. Colonial afford, 

back tothe parent styles which, in times gone by, 

have so el6quently contributed to this cosmopolitan 

expression. -Thus the fine old éxamp!es of Spain, oi 

Italy, of north Africa, and in fact of the 

Mediterranean’ countries,- ‘being sought’ out- as - 

inspiration for moderti work in our Hispanic states.. 

\nd this is as it should be, for, as there is much’ that 

the architecture ‘of north Africa 

most of 

are 

desert may con- 

“tribute to the desert architecture of our arid south- “ 

situations 

*.Flor- 

and geogtaphica! 

some of her distinctly 

Ifalian,—Venetian Italian. Thus one is not surprised 

to sée along . some _Jagoon in- Florida a house, 

west, So in each country there are many 

that. artistically parallel. American. conditions, 

ida, while she is Hispanic in history 

associations, is* in aspects 

geri- 

erally. Spanish in feeling, with a doorway that recalls 

Muratio. and a ‘balcony that suggests: the “Mistress 

of the Adriatic” _Spanish, Italian, Moorish, 

pe reo Mediterranean types generally—instead . 

{:being kept archzeologically segregated, ate under 

herself. 

this orchestral process merged into a new: sun-loving 

stylé which, while eminently American in its plan 

and utilities, is Mediterranean in its origin and spirit. 

At the center of a patio, which may be simply 

graveled, flagged, or brick-paved, there is usually a 

fountain. -This may be anything from a simple, low 

bird bath to an octagonal, tile-plated basin or an 

Italian fountain. In any. . potted 

geraniums and- other gt contribute their note of 

joyous color. Plantings’ of- banana, oleander and 

semi-tropical . or Fux al plants make green 

splotches against. the broad areas of delicately tinted 

-Along with these features go the splash of 

vari-colored awhiings, the sharp ‘staccato. notes of the” 

wooden or wrought iren grilles, 

terraced case 

other 

stucco. 

heavy wooden shiut- 

ters of brilliant colors, deep revealed windows, door 

heads of'the utmost variety of shapes, and the con- 

centration of elaborate ornament around openings; 

especially around doorw:z ays and iniportant windows. 

‘ 

LTE 

Spanish- Pueblo Type House of Cede Vierra, Esq. Santa’ Fe’ 

( arlos, Vierra, Arc hitec t 
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TERRACE, HOUSE OF ROY B. WILTSIE, ESQ., LA JOLLA, CALIF. 

EDGAR V. ULLRICH, ARCHITECT 



—— — 

— 

FLOOR PLAN , } 

VERLOOKING -the Pacific Ocean, near La 

lolla, Calif., Edgar \'. Ullrieh recently completed: 

for Roy B. Wiltsie, Esq., a one-story house in the 

Spanish style. The consistency and completeness 

of the Spanish details shown in the design of this’ 

charming house make jt one of the most interesting 

examples on the Pacific coast, of the use of this 

‘style in’ Americati domestic ..architecture. Built 

around three sides of an open, court’ or patio, the 

_ENTRANCE FROM PATIO 

house is interesting in plan. One side of the open 

court is enclosed by the.bedroom wing of the house, 

where three large bedrooms’ and two baths’ are 

located.. The other side of the court is .enclosed 

hy the ‘servants’ portion of the house, containing the 

kitchen, laundry, majd’s room and bath, and a large 

garage. The main part.of the house, which encloses 

the ocean-end of the court, contains a large living 

room, dining room, breakfast room, “den” and ar-: 

‘caded loggia overlooking.the-sea.. The detail of the — 

entrance door, shown in one illustration below, is 

‘typically Spanish it design. Other details which add 

to the stylistic quality. are thé wrought iron’ gates: 

and various grilles, decorative panels in Spanish. 

. tile, the low tile-covered toof, and the patio garden 

with ifs center fountain. The detail of the garage 

_doors is also worthy of particular notice, as it is’ 

typically Spanish in character. The heavy columns: 

- and, pergola beams. of the servants’ porch back of 

.the garage are other well studied ‘details. 

rhis long, low type of house is partieularly ap- 

propriate for ‘a‘locat on overlooking thé water. Its.’ 

horizontal lines repeat in a way the lines of the ‘sea . 

itself, and produce a feeling of a closeness to the 

_ ground, which makes the place’ appear: homelike and 

comfortable. Viewed from either the highroad of 

the sea, the house has unusual attraction. The living 

loggia with: its four arches pleasantly breaks the 

ocean facade of the building: The severity of this 

facade is broken by the projection at cne end. 

ENTRANCE 
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SECOND FLOOR - 

FIRST FLOOR: 

OUTSIDE STAIRWAY 

BED ROON 

MONG the many delight- 

ful houses in the Italian’ 

and Spanish styles found: on 

the Pacific coast none is more 

interesting than this. Only 

two stories in height, the house 

‘is’ rambling in plan, “which, 

adds niuch tg its interest and 

attractiveness. Walls built of 

sniooth stucco-on wire lathing,’ 

tinted after the Spanish. style, 

set off well the dark tones of 

the mission tile roof. A square 

entrance ‘hall separates the 

large living room from. the 

‘dining. roém, which, in. turn, ° 

“Is. separated from the kitchén 

by a‘good sized.pantry. -Be- 

-yond the kitchen is’a laundry 

and two servants’ bedroonis 

with bath -betweer. - Intelli-- 

gent and appropriate planting 

has done much to add to the * 

beayty of the surrotindings’ of 

this house, which while it: 1s 

not small, is, on the other 

hand, ‘not a mansion. “With a 

cubic footage of about 60,000, 

this house cost in 1923 approx- 

imately 50 cents per foot. 

A TERRACE ° 
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’ FIRST FLOOR 

= 5 

== 

SECOND FLOOR . 

=e iGESTING the farmhouse type’ of’ northern 

Italy and southern France, this small house 1s 

‘unique in 

brick and a low, tile Lt a Phe architects, 

Zook & MeCaughey. 

covered roof. 

have succeeded in giving con 

siderable interest to a very simple, square planned 

house lhe principal illustration shows the rear of 

the house with its large living porch and one-story 

projection of the dining room. ‘The first floor,has a 

living room, dining room, kitchen and front entrance . 

MAIN ENTRANCE 

character because of the use of “skintled” | 

hall.- The latter connects, directly with the kitchen 

entrance. n the second floor are two large bed-- 

reoms and bath. As is the case in most small houses, 

there .is but one chimney, which provides flues: for 

the .furnace in the basemént and a fireplace in the 

living room. There is also but-one flight of -stairs, 

as this is the type ef small house in’ which it 1s in- 

tended to employ servants who come in by the day. 

“The approximate cubic footage of this hquse is 18,000, 

and the cost to build was about 45 cents per foot. 

SIDE ENTRANCE 
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SCALE OF F££T ir 

10 15 

: 4 
- LIVING 200M 

FIRST FLOOR 

= — TERRACE 
Q 5 wi 

DINING DOOM, 

UPPER PART 

LIVING ROOM | 

-N quite a different ‘style of 

architecture from the usual . ° 

work’ of .Dwight James Baum, 

and reminiscent of recent small 

house designs found in Cali- 

fornia and Florida, - is this 

_ house of H. L. Taylor at River- 

‘dale. The stucco-covered walls, 

large projecting chimney and 

small arched “windows remind 

one of Spanish precedent, while . 

the detail of the entrance -door 

itself suggests Renaissance de- 

tails found in Italy and Eng- 

land. The entrance door opens 

directly into a. large living room, 

‘out of which. the stairs- ascend 

to the second floor: This réom 

is well lighted by a large Palla- 

dian window at each-end. ;Be- . 

yond the living room is a small 

dining room, off of which opens 

a covered porch. A ‘sharp fall 

in grade between the front and 

thé back of*the house makes pos- 

sible a, high. and light ‘cellar. 

Iron balconies’ protect each of 

the Palladian windows, which 

run to the. floor of the living 

room. Back of the living room 

and. connecting with the dining 

room are located: a. kitchen, ser- 

vants’ stair hall, servants’ bed- 

rooms and bath. As the living. 

room is two stories ‘in height, 

there is a second floor only at 

the rear of the building. . This 

house, which contains approxi- 

mately. 43,000 cubic feet,. was 

built in 1922 at a cost of not: far, 

from 42 cents per cubic’ foot. - 

Y i AE edie ttnee % S 

" ENTRANCE ~ 
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FISHER, ARCHITECTS 

E. & A. A 

HOUSE OF FRED GREEN, ESQ., DENVER 

W. 
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£ OF F£2T EE 
1 $5 

FIRST FLOOR 

ppess.200M, i 
| | an | ae | 

‘BED ROOM 

“SECOND FLOOR. - 

T is.interesting to find in Denver and’ Colorado 

Springs many examples of small houses deriving 

their design from, Spanish or Italian inspiration and 

precedent. 

built for- Fred Green, Esq., by W: E: 

Spanish influence. Rough stucco is used for the 

exterior walls of the house, which is consistetitly 

‘roofed with Spanish tile in dark tones: “The win-’ 

dows are well proportioned and excellently -spaced. 

GARDEN FACADE 

Among these houses is that in Denver” 

| & A, A._ 

Fisher, Architects. ‘ The general character: afd de-' 

tail of this small house suggest Italian rather than ° 

‘The plan is- interesting and well’ studied, -showing 

on the first floor 4 good sized living. room opening: 

at the rear into a dining room and large living porch, - 

-Beyond the dining room is a kitchen and service 

entrance. A single flight’of stairs is accessible. from 

both the front hall and ‘the kitchen. 

story shows three bedrooms, a dressing room, sleep-| 

ing porch: and two baths, all these rooms, on. both 

floors, being of fair diniensions. 

‘The’.second 

Containing ap-.. 

proxunately 37,000 cubie’ feet, this‘ house wa’ built 

.two-years ago at a cost of about 47 cents per foot. 

‘MAIN ENTRANCE 
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FIRST FLOOR - ~ SECOND FLOOR 

N Houston, Tex., a suggestion of Spanish inspira- 

tion is’ found in a house built by Joseph. W. 

Northri yp, Jr., for George Dorrance, Esq. This in- 

spiration is largely .evidenced by the overhanging 

tile roof, the tile-cappied chimneys, and the detail ° 

-of the entrance door. -In general the shape of the 

house would suggest the usé of Georgian, Colonial 

or French detail,. but the design of this house in- 

di¢ates_an honest endeavor to express some origii- 

ality-as well.as consistency in design.’ The effect 

as a wholé might have been improved if the two° 

‘end chimneys could have been wider and with slightly . 

more: overhang to their tile caps. The enclosed 

openings of the sun porch would have been made 

_ VIEW IN STAIR HALL 

‘back of the dining room. 

tore attractive had they been arched in shape, 

similar to the driveway arch at the other end of the 

house, especially as the: long caserhent windows of ' 

the first story. are arched in effect, although not in 

reality: The plan of the. house is siniple and direct 

and ‘unusual in 10 respect save for the fact that as 

the house’ has no cellar,. the boiler room is located 

In: order to give this 

room proper depth for the. hot water- pipes which 

connect with’ the radiators on the. first floor, this 

room is located:five steps below the level of the first 

story. -Completed: in September, 1924, this’ house’ 

containing approximately 46,000 cubic feet, was built 

at a cost-of a little more than 52 cents per foot. 
> f * 

‘ 

_ LIVING ROOM FIREPLACE 
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HIS small house at Denver -is an. excellent ex- 

‘ample of the use of Spanish architecture as . 

inspiration and precedent for a small house. * Open 

archways, tile floors and a vaulted ceiling ‘in the en- 

trance, hall are among the’ details which ‘give a 

Spanish feeling to ‘the interior design in keeping with, - 

the exterior architecture.. This house ‘contains about 

27,500 cubic: feet,. and cost about 49 cents. per -feot. 

STAIR HALL 

LIVING ROOM 

‘SCALE OF FEET 
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BZD ROOM 

——— 

FIRST FLOOR 

IVERDALE is fortu- 

nate in having so 

many examples .of the 

work of-, Dwight’ James 

Baum, Architect. .Among 

the smaller. houses built 

by. him within the last 

three years is one belong- 

ing to E. D: Winslow, 

which shows decided orig- 

inality and charm in its de- 

sign. Although, the house 

is almost square in shape, 

in location it is placed end- 

_wise to the highroad, ‘with 

the living room across the 

-end which is: well indi- 

cated on the road eleva- 

tion by two finely propor- 

tioned and well placed 

windows.. The entrance 

_ door, which is reached by, 

a: flight of stone steps, is 

at one end of the living 

room, into which it opens 

directly. ‘ Back of the liv- 

ing room on one side are 

a dining room and _ kitchen, 

and on the other a ‘bed- 

room and small study. At. 

the rear. of the’ second 

floor are-the sitting room, 

bedroom and bath. Built 

in 1923, this house, con- 

taining approximately 41,- 

000 cubic feet, cost 40 

-cents per foot. The house 

possesses the distinction 

found in all of this archi-. ° 

tect’s work. 

LIVING ROOM 

ae s 

ENTRANCE FACADE | 



- panied by real: specifications. 

‘not bound specifically to .the performance of any 

HE Small House Service Bureau began as a 

professional’ experiment. ‘Its purpose was to 

disposal by w hich he.might bring to the enormously 

important . field of small ‘home .building the benefit 

of his experience and training.- It was thought that 

- if the experiment should prove ‘successful it would 

not. only result in an improvement in the character 

of: small houses, but that it-might also help to estab-. 

-lish the truth of.the essential axiom that the archi- 

tect is an economic necessity. ‘Today, those, who. 

have been in close touch with the- results of this. 

experiment feel a sénse of keen satisfaction: in real-. 

izing that their vision is being justified. ‘It has 

been proved that architects by concerted effort, ¢an 

serve the small homé builder, can improve taste in 

small. houses, and in so doing advance the whole 

‘cause of architecture in our country. 

a brief account of how the experiment has been’ con- 

ducted, and a presentation of some few’ results. 

.Six years ago a.group of architects in Minnesota 

‘gathered to discuss problems of housing. It -will be 

recalled that at that time, just after the -war, there 

“was a housing shortage. . Preparations were being 

made to erect what seemed to be an infinite number 

‘ of. small homes. With the forces then in control 

of small house design, these preparations were looked 

upon as- likely to result in nothing stiort of an archi- 

tectural calamity. The archifécts in the northwest 

were appalled at the vicious architecture of small 

houses -in that-region. They saw tliat the’ prevailing 

architecture of the.small home was being determined ° 

to a large extent in the service rooms of lumber 

_ dealers, by.contractors or by carpenters. The architect, 

under, a ‘situation .for which perhaps he was not. 

responsible, had allowed himself to be eliniinated. 

Building material dealers had evolved: the custonr of | 

supplying blue prints free with the.sale-of. a bill of 

goods ; ‘contractors anxious to secure clients were . 

‘supplying free plans. 

‘thus supplied not only did not contemplate the secur- 

Needless to say, the plans 

ing of. good architecture, - but they were extremely 

meager and incomplete. Often they were not accom- 

The .contractor ‘ was 

kind of delivery -as to material, plan or design. 

Houses .built from these plans rarely if ever had 

architectural qualities, nor, indeed could they have. 

’ The underlying cause of this situation was known 

by the Minnesota group. It is ‘familiar to every 

architect. Briefly. the small house builder did not 

“employ an.architect because he thought, the architect 

_ charged too much—if indeed, he thought about it at 

all. The small home builder did not understand that 

201 

; find out, if possible, whether: there was any. 

- way by which the architect could serye the small 

house builder; whether ‘there was any means at his 

* This is’ to, be. 

, The Architects’ Small House Service Bureau 

By ROBERT T. JONES, Technical Director 

a fee of $300 for the building of a $6,000 inside 

really meant the addition of quality to his house. 

He did not know that the architect by his experience: 

. and skill might easily save for him the whole amount 

of that fee.. It was-only clear to him that $300 would 

go a long way toward buying a furnace or enclosing 

a sun porch. It was difficult at that time, and it is 

still difficult, in the face of the free plans that were 

offered and are ‘still offered, to make it-apparent to 

the home builder that the $300 Which an architect 

might charge .is inconsequential in comparison with 

the assurance -it givés that an expenditure of $6,000 

for a home will be- adequately. safeguarded. It was 

“still more difficult -for him to comprehend that 

through: the payment of this fee he gets a house of 

hetter construction, of better appearance, with a more 

commodious plan, and consequently one that, may 

command a higher resale value. The average home 

builder.did not distinguish between qualities of plans. 

drawn by architects and those prepared by others, 

excepting perhaps .in this. w ay—that one set cost him 

$300; the other cost him nothing. One set is archi-. 

 tectural; the other, to quote a. certain real estate 

operator,. is “practical.” Every architect is also 

familiar with the fact that the ordinary fee that he 

may charge for his necessary services in the build- 

ing of a small home -nets. him no profit,—in fact, 

it may show a loss, as it not infrequeritly does. 

-Thus- one has the picture :—the small home builder 

believing the cost of architectural service not neces- 

sary and beyond his means, and the architect con- 

-vineed that the cost of giving such service is too great 

for. him to bear. But the elimination of the archi- 

tect from the field of small home building was having 

far more serious consequences ‘than the erection of 

‘flimsy, unsightly small houses’ about the. country. 

a -eople were becoming acciistomed to lower standards 

of building of all kinds. There were evidences that 

_the architect, unknown or unwanted by the small 

home builder, was being dispensed with more and 

thore in connection with larger and more important’ 

buildings, a condition disastrous to architecture. ’ 

In the minds of the Minnesota architects gathered. 

to discuss this problem the remedy seemed to lie in 

perfecting the very service which they had feared— 

the stock plan service. They saw that if the home 

builder could not -afford to employ an individual 

“architect to prepare a complete service for him and 

to supervise his building, they must provide an archi- 

tectural service of some other nature that could be 

made available. to him at a price he could afford. 

They saw that if the drawings -and .specifications 

which an architect might prepare for one client could 

be used by a number with approximately the same 

requirements and tastes, the cost.of preparing the- 

original service might be distributed among many 

é 
i 
jo i 
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homé builders. There was no thought in the mind 

of anyone that a stock” plan service; however .well : 

administered, could really take the place of the ser- 

‘vice an individual architect is equipped to give, but. 

it would be a step in the right direction. , It might at 

least give the horhe builder an accurate‘set of plans 

and specifications, one that could be made the basis 

of a proper contract, and which, with an honest and-. 

intelligent contractor, would be a distinct advantage. 

to the home builder. 

‘Obviously the 

.It was at léast worth trying. 

fault with such a service lay ‘in. the 

‘fact that it did not involve the presence of an archi- . 

tect during - building operations, and. made the con- 

.tractor essentially the judge of his own work. An-ef- 

fort must be made.to overcome this.. It wis thought 

that with a set of good drawings and .specifications 

in the hands of the owner he could be shown the ad- 

vantage of having an architect directly .in his employ 

to help him select materials, let-contracts and, super- 

‘vise construction, 

Much. might be done, but a’ beginning has been made: 

The merits of this solution were so apparent to. 

the group of Minnesota architects that they set abouit 

. to supply means to- put ‘it into execution. 

corporated under the name of “The Architects’ Small 

House Service Bureau of Minnesota,”’ and then, in 

order to put their company on a basis from whieh the 

element of profit was as neatly as possible eliminated, 

" they. limited possible” dividends on their -capital. in- 

‘vestment to 8 ‘per cent a year. 

small house that had proved successful.. From these 

'. were selected a -group. W orking drawings. were 

made, and the designs were given some local public- 

itv. The idea had been developed to only a: limited 

extent -when it began to receive favorable notice in. 

newspapers and. magazines , and the: group ‘of archi- 

tects became known as “the $8 a a year: -architects.” 

The- Minnesota:architects then financed the’ pro- 

duction of more than:a hundred ° sets of working ° 

drawings, specifications ‘and quantity: surveys, and 

through ‘the:coéperation of a national lumber. manu- 

facturer a book of the designs’ was published. The © 

publication. of this’ book .created a furor among 

those interested in home building., There was praise 

enough to satisfy.almost any enterprise, but there - 

. Was also so great a volume:of objection coming from, 

lumber ‘dealers and contractors, from: small ‘home 

food far thought as the criticism accumulated. 

The reasons for the objections on the part .of the 

material’ dealérs and contractors - will ‘be readily 

apparent. The real disappointment, however, lay in 

the protest of a number of-architects. 

‘ felt that the contemplated, stock plan program would 

tend’ toward the. standardization of small: 

‘design to such an extent that -variety in home build- 

ing would be lost. There: were others. who felt that 

the policy of the Small House Bureau. was. the first | 

step in a program of standardizing.every form of 

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM 

‘fading: 

.that many of the designs’ did not’ fepresent much 

‘architects in the country in. its program. 

‘Much must be done to educate him. . 

They in-, 

Then each of them- 

contributed to the general program.a sketch’ fora - 

. outside the profession. 

. builders whom it was hoped to serve, and from archi- - 

tects, as to give the Small House Bureau consider able. 

.architects; and-it is not transferable. 

‘regional bureaus is organized in this way. There is 

Some of these’ 

house 
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architecture, the satiate result of which w out mean 

stock. designs for larger homes, for schools, for jails, 

for court houses, for state'capitols. Somie architects 

saw, or thought they ‘saw, their méans of lvelihood 

Not a‘few objected because they thought: 

advance, if any, over what they -were intended to 

displace, and that no improvement could be expected. 

‘Then the. Bureau set about to build a substantial”. 

foundation iypon which ‘to erect its service; to im- 

prove its designs ; to-enlist.the approval.of architects, 

of dealers, and of the home builders.. Its members 

saw ‘that it would be nécessary to interest all the 

They felt 

that if architects generally realized the’- imminent. 

danger ‘to their profession’ through -the- prolific con- 

‘struction of inferior. houses, at least some of their 

objections would seem ef small consequence. Other 

objections might be overcome entirely. ‘But first of 

all the corporation must, be reorganized, so that it — 

“would include members: from every ‘section of the 

country, for ‘it was seen that climatic and economic ~ 

conditions of different: sections were such as to make 

_ it adv isable for each section to draw upon the powers 

of its own architects. .A new organization was ther 

: formed entitled “The Architects’ Small House Ser- ° 

vice Bureau. of the United. States.” ‘Under it were 

provided ‘13 divisions. ‘These ‘divisions were -made 

somewhat arbitrarily, but the states were grouped 

. together around definite. marketing centers, and ‘cli- 

.matic variations were recognized.- There. was a divi- 

sion for New Englarid, another for California, a 

‘third for Florida, Georgia and ‘Alabama, -a. fourth 

_ for the North Pacific states, and so-on:’. 

In order to limit any possibility of any one firm’s 

or person’s exercising undue contro], voting power 

avas_ limited to an ‘issue of.common stock, of which . 

-but one share’might be held by any one person or... 

firm: of’architects. The par value of this’ stock was 

fixed at $100 a share, :.There was also.an issue of 

special stock, similar in all respects to the common’ 

issue, excepting. that it had.no voting power. -This . 

second form of stock made possible the gathering of . 

“sufficient capital to finance production and operation. 

This‘issue was also limited to architects or firms of 

architects.’ Contrary to an idea that has gained some - 

credence, it may. not be sold by the Bureau to. chose . 

Individual holders may dis-: 

pose of this stock as they please—within-their prop- 

erty rights. ‘Very little of it has been transferred. 

The common or -voting ‘stock miay be held only by. ° 

Each of the 

no specific obligation to buy the special stock. “Phat 

is a matter for each Bureau to decide as best suits 

its purpose. However, each architect holding a share 

of common stock in a regional Bureau is obliged to: - 

assume.one share of special stock in the national cor- 

poration, “The Architects’ Small ‘House Service. 

Bureau of the United States,” the par value of which. 

is $10, a value which is, of course, entirely nominal. 
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Perhaps it should be said that the national cor- 

poration, does not produce any of the technical ser- 

.-vice, the plans, specifications, or quantity surveys, 

nor does it sell them. Its sole purpose is to direct the . 

policies of -the’ regional Bureaus and to maintain a 

national program of publicity. The regional Bureaus 

are the producing and selling agencies. They create 

the designs,—which are limited as to size to a maxi- 

‘mum of six principal rooms,—sell the service, main- 

tain contacts with home builders and clients. 

The American Institute of Architects put its seal, 

_of approval on this scheme and was given. control of 

the national Bureau by the insertion of a clause in 

the by-laws whereby the Institute is’ given the right 

to appoint a majority to the board of directors. This 

board is made up of one director from each regional 

' Bureau, and’ then an equal number, plus orte, 

appointed by the Institute. The Institute, however, 

is no more responsible for the‘ designs, plans, speci- 

fications, or other service of the Bureau than it is for 

the service of its individual members. It also dis- - 

claims responsibility for any specific acts of. the 

Bureau in the development ofits operations. It 

approves the idea only, and, as already said, controls 

_the general policies through appointing.a majority © 

‘to the board of directors. The United States Depart- 

ment of Commerce, through Mr. Hoover, also en- 

‘dorsed the. Bureau movement and gave its approval. 

. During the six years that have elapsed since the 

formation of the United States Bureau, the scheme 

has progressed to a point where there are now estab- 

lished eight divisions, each operating in its own 

‘sphere. Each of these is-financed separately. Each 

mairitains a central office, and some have established 

branch offices: throughout their respective territories. 

Each has a group of plans designed by its members 

“or has in course of production such a group of 

designs. All are promoted nationally by the United 

States. Bureau by publicity intended for them all. . 

After the organization was effected it remained 

for the Bureau to produce designs that would sell 

‘readily—and yet not quite that, but to produce 

designs that would measure up to high standards 

‘even though their distribution must be an arduous 

and long-drawn-out ‘process. It was hoped through 

a campaign of education to raise the requirements of 

home builders to a higher plane, so that Bureau de-- 

‘ signs would find a more ready acceptance, and ‘so 

_ eventually to make a-market for the plans, or else, 

better still, to’ stimulate home builders to employ 

architects, which is of course the ultimate aim. 

- One must understand ‘the difficult situation with 

which the Bureau was faced in attempting’ such a 

program. Practically all the available capital had 

- been put into plans and management, aiid there were 

no funds remaining, either for new studies of designs 

.or for promotion. The Bureau realized that -its 

future depended in a large measure on how quickly 

and effectively it could-tell its story to the public. It 

_desperately needed publicity and advertising, but it 

had ne money to pay for them. The Bureau had 
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been fortunate enough at the very , beginning of its 

existence to secure the assistance of a man highly 

‘skilled ‘in the arts of _publicity,—Maurice I. Flagg. 

Mr. Flagg was able to show the editors of news- 

papers and magazines the essential nature of the 

Small House Service Bureau as an institution in the 

service of the public, and almost, instantly he suc- 

ceeded in getting them to devote large areas of their 

space to the telling of the work of the Bureau. A 

special newspaper editorial feature was evolved and 

wisely distributed. It gathered strength quickly. 

Today the Small House Bureau releases to many 

‘of the great metropolitan newspapers 60 inches of 

type matter once every week. The influence of these 

newspapers is nation-wide. The ‘combined circulation 

averages more than five million per week. The 

Bureau is paid a modest amount for this service. 

Each week in‘every one of these papers there is 

shown the design of a small house, accompanied by 

an explanation of its qualities. There is also pub- 

lished a short technical item in a popular vein, in- 

spired by such subjects as financing, proper uses of 

materials, ways in which to reduce costs, methods of 

choosing a lot, and so on. These items are edited 

purposely to create a demand for the use of better 

materials and workmariship. Emphasis is put upon 

the’ essential elements of architecture, good room 

arrangement, sound construction, fine appearance, 

and how necessary it is to have an architect on every 

building—no matter how small. So closely has the 

Bureau aligned itself to the interests of architecture 

that when it tells about itself it is obliged to tell also 

of the architect. Then, to accompany the designs 

and technical stories, the Bureau devised a column 

of questions and answers, not unlike the columns 

devoted to public’ health ‘that have been run in so 

‘many newspapers. Every architect will envision 

the potentialities of this column. The answers-are 

constructive. They are carefully devised to improve 

building and to encourage the use of materials that 

an architect would rely upon. The column is a kind 

of an open forum, to which the: home builder may 

address questions that are troubling him, 

These designs, stories and questions and answers 

go out day after day, week after weék, year after 

‘year, pounding away at one idea—the improvement 

of conditions for the home builder, the necessity of 

employing an architect. Aftera year’s experience of 

this kind, it occurred to the Bureau that the news- . 

papers could utilize books containing reprints of the 

editorial matter they were publishing, and immedi- 

ately there was prepared such a book under the re- 

sounding title, “Help for the Man Who Wants to 

Build.” For three successive years a book of this 

kind has been published and circulated. by the news- 

papers. More than 115,000 copies.have been dis- 

tributed. On every page will be found the imprint 

of the American Institute of Atchitects. On almost 

every page there will be found something pertaining 

to the architect and how he is hest able to servé. On 

every page has been written something in behalf of 

Py TEs 
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the cause-of architecture and its service to the ‘public. 

To completé this brief survey of the prinéipal 

Sureau publicity, it is necessary to mention 

The 

items of 

one of its most important publications, 

Home. 

of making known the work of the architect. It illus- 

trates houses built from Bureau designs. It also 

contains information about materials and methods of 

building, about. architectural design and its .worth. 

It is probably the only publication that limits its field.- 

strictly .to small houses of from three to six rooms. 

Bureau houses only. There has 

criticism of it on the score ef its not 

having the proper tone for an architectural magazine, 

Illustrations are. of 

been some 

especially one under the control-of the Institute; but. 

is- not an architectural niagazine. It is edited purely 

for the small home builder,.and is designed for: lis 

encouragement and education. It is not directed to 

the architect, but to the.home builder, whose needs 

are very great and whose capacity to understand. the - 

function of the architect has not yet, been 

Its aim’ is exclusively educational. 

There remains only to tell a little about the designs 

of the Bureau. 

fully 

developed. 

The designs shown here in the pages 

Tue Forum give some evidence of the particular 

quality for which the Bureau has heen striving, bit 

they give.no indication of the expensive and labori- 

ous. research that has been involved. The Bureau 

does not conceive of its problem as ‘one to be solved’ 

threugh the production of individualistic types, how- 

ever delightful to the architectural eye. The charac- 

. teristics of a stock ‘plan service are such that the 

designs must conform to the requirements of the 

family. To those who, happily, can afford 

homes of greatér individuality, the skill of the archi- 

tect remains .the only source of- adequate service. 

The Bureau has endeavored also to eliminate from 

_ its seryice. all those types which the architect looks 

upon as ephemeral. The Bureau could na doubt sell 

average 

a vastly larger number of ‘working drawings if they 

Small . 

This little magazine is devoted to the purpose 

‘royalties. 

- have made use of Bureau designs prepared especially 

‘costs of, production. 

_ prepared thraugh the financial assistance of ‘certain 

‘national manufacturers. 
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were designed to meet popular taste, but there is no 

tendency on its part ta waste its: ‘opportunity. to 

advance the cause of the architect for the sake of 

making money. The houses are intended ‘to be sound 

from every architectural point of view,—not nec- 

essarily masterpieces of design. They are generally 

of types most economical to build. The houses illus- 

trated in these pages-are thus not intended to repre- 

sent absolute architecture. The Bureau entertains no 

illusions as to their real worth. an 

Perhapis a final word-as to methods of obtaining 

the desgns may not be amiss. ‘The first group. was 

‘prepared by the* Northwestern Division, at.an ex: 

pense to its members of about $40,000. C ther divi- 

sions have also invested considerable suims ‘in pro-, 

duction. Many of the designs are. obtained through 

competition, and the authors: compensated . by 

Some of the more important magazinés 

and they have paid the 

A number of designs have been 

for- first release in their pages, 

From a material point of 

view, some of the organizations of the Bureau have 

prospered,—have made a little profit. Others have 

not done so well, though’ none have assumed large 

losses. It is true also that, considering the size and 

extent of the Bureau and the multiplicity of its work, _ 

the amount of capital invested in the enterprise has 

been remarkably and ridiculously small. The. influ- 

‘ence of the Bureau indeed has been curtailed to a° 

large extent by the’ limitations of, the capital with 

which it has to work, and by thé small number of 

those upon whom it can call for assistance ; but there.’ 

is, none the less, a record of accomplishment. It 

seems not unfair to say that the Bureau is making 

some impression on the home builders. of America. 

When the time-comes, as it must, that the namé of 

the architect becomes a household word, the work of 

the Bureau. will have been done, its function fulfilled. 

Small House Built from Plans Supplied by The Architects’ Small House Service Bureau 
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F a INTAINING approximately 16,000 cubic feet, this small. 

house, having asbestos, shingled roof and rough Stucco 

on wire lathing for the exterior walls, is an excellent example 

of.a carefully designed, small, story-and-a-half house. The 

first floor ‘conti ains a‘living room and kitchen, bedroom and 

bath, with a stairway leading up to the second. floor, where an 

additional bedr« om and a large gtoreroom are loc: ated. The illus- 

tration of the house actually built shows the porch glassed in. 
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NE illustration upon this page shows a simple 

| brick: Colonial house actually completed from plan. Open 

| No. 6A72. The omission of paneled-shutters and the —" 

use of a lighter and less expetisive type of porch corr- SUN 
ag erally, ; ethene, , pee DINING ROOM 

struction detract considerably from the charm of the 
' : “i ROOM - , 

| house as indicated in the pencil sketch. Such changes —~ | a. 12-0 

4 and omissions in the design, which aré beyond the con- a 

‘trol of the Architects’ Small, House Service Bureau, 

are often, unfortunately, very detrimental to the. artis-. 

tic or architectural character of a building: 
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‘ARCHITECTS’. SMALL HQUSE SERVICE BUREAU PLAN No. 5C1o | 

CASE BRiow es 
Ose 

“WT CHEN - DINING #RMe 
worn ° wen! 4 F ae . 5 : . 7 ° ‘ 

= oc Ps. A L.THOUGH‘ this house, built from plan.No. 5C10, | 

in general outline closely follows the original sketch, ‘| 

the change in the size dnd proportions of the window 

.openings, the omission of blinds and the increase in the . 

height of the house very nearly depriye the finished build | 

ing of the charm possessed by the original design: This is 

an excellent example of what subtlety lies i correct scale 

~——y - and propoftion, any, variation from which causes a definite 

loss in‘charm. Cubic ¢ontents of this house, 16,500° feet. 
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LX & illustration a view is shown of a small stuc¢o- 

finished -house: containing 16,850° cubic feet, which 

quite closely follows thé original sketch. The omission 

_of the window box under the long living room window 

and the added height of the dormer roof, are the two 

most conspicuous deviations from the original design. 

_ The’ plan of this house is particulatly practical, as the | 

front door and’stair hall-are-at one side instead of at ey 

the center; making it possible to placé the living réonr 

at the front.of the house, the dining room at the rear. 

- LIVING ROOM IS onus 
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HE Architects’ Small House Service- Bureau Plan , 2 h: 

t No. 6A64 shows an interesting little cottage in the 

sy English style. The illustration of the finished house - hai i 

en ~q . ' shows how successfully, carefully and ‘conscientiously 

‘. | * . the original design was followed, the only apparent 

I 7 deviation being in the increased width of the service 

yard gate at the left ‘of the building. “Stucco on-wire 

lathing, native stone, brick, half-timber and siding are 

successfully used in this small English house,- which 

contains’ approximately 27,500 cubic feet. 
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‘. building. “To preserve’ the Spanish -or “Mediterranean” feel- 
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RIC K instead’ of stucco. is-used for the exterior “walls of 

this ene, small house which contaifis approxi- 

‘mately 22,000 cubic feet. Except for this’ change in exterior 

materials;, the house. as built “follows very closely. the original 
mane. » ‘ * “YP BED ROOM. sketch. Although pe rmissible, this substitution of brick for " harcvear Ul omen 

stucco detracts somewhat from the -stylistic quality of ‘the = -$- = fh iranise 

ing of the ortginal design, the use of stucco is preferable. 
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‘BUREAU. PLAN NO. 5B20 
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Room 
WO"'s 1810 

LIVING ROOM 
19-0" x 130” 

ARCHITECTS’ SMALL . 

HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU — 

- PLAN No. 5B3r. 

) LAN No. 5B31 shows a compact plan all on one floor; a 

A “bungalow in the Spanish style” is the description which 

‘many will undoubtedly give. Although the original design thas 

apparently been quite closely followed in the completed build- 

ing, the fact that the original sketch’ shows a house located on 

level ground with a garage at one end, gives the impression that 

the two houses are not so closely alike. Constructed of hollow 

tile covered with stucco, this small house contains approx- 

imately 17,500 cubic feet, a complete house in small space. 
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A LOW, one-story house, designed ina simple adaptation | 

of the Spariish style, is shown in this illustration. * Ir this. 

| instance, the completed house int its picturesque setting, .with 

|. ° the peaks of the Rockies rising -above the distant ‘hilltop, will 

J ‘illustrate the adapt ibility and ap propriateness of these \rchi- 

_tects’ Small House Service Bures au designs to the localities for. fF 

which they are’ intended. - Containing -ap proximately 13,700 

‘cubic feet, this one-story house ‘is excellently pl inned, with, a 

diving room in the center, opening on. both ‘the front and. ae ke 

LIVING 200m INO KITCHEN Teo 

* ARCHITECTS’ SMALL. 

HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU 

PLAN No. “4B6 
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ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU PLAN No. 6D2 

LTHOUGH almost square in plan and box-like in eleva- 

-tion, this small two-story brick house has considerable 

chatm and individuality om account of the carefully placed and 

- well planned wiridow and door openings. It is a pity that the ° 

house as built did not more‘closely follow tlie details of the . 

house as originally designed. The exterior, walls are brick veneer 

on frame construction. Cubic footage. is. approximately 22,500. 
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ARCHITECTS’: SMALL HOUSE:SERVICE BUREAU PLAN No. 5D25 

* 18,800 cubie feet. 

_together with the dining room, opens onto a covered porch. 

and kitchen. Two bedrooms and bath are back of the dining room 

SMALL; bay window, simple .Colonial entrance door, and 

gray stained shingles give a quaint; old fashioned appear-’ 

to. this frve-ré om: bungalow which contains approximately 

The plan is, unusually well arranged, having 

a small. front entry leading into the living room, which in turn, 

ance 

‘The- single chimney is so located ds to serve for both living room 
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‘\TUCCO on hollow tile is used-for the exterior walls of this . 

small bungalow, the ‘cubic footage of .whicli is approx-.. 

imately 17,100. The plan is convenient, compact and’ well ar- 

ranged. The front door opens directly into the living room, 

behind which are a dining alcove and kitchen. Two. bedrooms 

and a bath at the right of the living room complete the plan.. 

ARCHITECT S’ SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU PLAN NO. 4B8 

BED ROOM 
roxive . 

HV rE. eis shingles or Siding, small window panes’ 

and a Colonial hood over the front door’ give individu- 

ality and character to this small five-room bungalow, which . 

contains approximately 23,500 cubic feet. ‘Bricks for the’ en- 

trance “steps and the chimney add color and variety to the design. 

-ARCHITECTS’.SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU PLAN NO.°5Er ~ 
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ONTAINING approximately 21,000 cubic feet, this house isin . oun: 

suggests in design the type of villa found at.the seashore ~ 

résorts of southern France. Casement doors, stucco finish on ' ~ 

terra cotta blocks, and a Spanish tile roof are the details which —-|| terrace LV'NG - ROOM 

give an tmusual stylistic. character to this small building. . es 

ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HOUSE SERVICE BUREAU PLAN NO. 6A7o 
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*HE dignity and. seale of this house, cofitaining approximately 

_ 20,600 cubic feet, suggest in style the later’colonial period and 

gives an impression of being of greater size than in-reality it is: One 

long room for living and dining purposes adds to. the spaciousness. | 

ARCHITECTS’ SMALL HQUSE: SERVICE BUREAU: PLAN NO. 69 
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D° E to the use‘of dormers at thé rear of this cottage, con- 

taining approximately 17,000 cubic feet, it is possible to 

able degree of the spirit of } the olden’ day s has here been caught: 

ARCHITECTS S’ SMALL HOUSE SERVICE semen! PLAN No. 6F6 
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get two bedrooms and a bath on the second floor. A remark- a3 
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_ 26-6"« 13*O* 

“HE use of a string course and stucco panels for the second story ‘gives originality and elias 

to the design-of this house, containing approximately 17,500 cubic feet. The entrance door and ° 

porch emphasize the Colonial feeling.” In plan the entrance and living porches are interchangeable. 
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